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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Laboratory Study on the Effects of Exit Face  
Inclination on Critical Gradients 
 
by 
 
 
Richard Allen Keizer Jr., Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2014 
Major Professor: Dr. John D. Rice 
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
 One of the prevailing causes of dam and levee failure is due to a form of 
hydraulic seepage-related erosion (internal erosion) known as piping. Within the 
development of geotechnical engineering over the last century, attempts have been 
made to predict the initiation of piping and understand the mechanisms and parameters 
involved therein. Despite the attempts to better fathom this phenomenon, current 
geotechnical engineering practice uses design methods developed over 70 years ago to 
determine critical hydraulic gradients for piping that do not model the phenomena 
responsible for this failure mechanism. These prediction methods are only based on the 
specific gravity and void ratio of the soils. While modern engineering estimates critical 
gradient values near unity, field and research studies have shown that piping initiation 
can occur at values much lower due to flow concentration and non-vertical exit faces. 
Laboratory testing was performed on a variety of cohesionless soils in a gradient-
iv 
 
controlled environment at various exit face inclinations to assess effects that 
parameters such as grain size, grain shape, gradation, void ratio, unit weight, and 
friction angle have on the initiation of piping with respect to the corresponding 
inclinations. The results of this study will help develop an empirical, but mechanism-
based, grain-scale model that takes into account the effect of non-horizontal exit faces, 
and soil properties while assessing the potential for piping initiation to occur. 
(271 pages) 
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 
Laboratory Study on the Effects of Exit Face 
Inclination on Critical Gradients 
Richard Allen Keizer Jr. 
 
 
 The objective of this research is to help better understand the effects of exit face 
inclinations on critical gradients. This will lead to more practical ways to predict critical 
hydraulic gradients and slope stability using soil properties and exit face conditions. 
Current geotechnical engineering does not consider these factors because they are not 
thoroughly understood. Despite the attempts to better predict critical gradients, 
methods developed over 70 years ago to model the heave mechanism are used to 
model failure mechanisms such as backward erosion (or piping). This critical hydraulic 
gradient is only calculated by means of the buoyant unit weight of the soil. While 
modern engineering estimates critical piping gradients near unity, research has shown 
that calculated critical gradients can largely under-predict actual piping gradients. 
 The results of this thesis research will help provide an empirical, but mechanism-
based, grain-scale model that takes into account the effect of non-horizontal exit faces, 
and soil properties while assessing the potential for piping initiation to occur. This 
research is expected to help the understanding of the internal erosion mechanism 
known as piping, and eventually help to develop more practical ways of predicting and 
preventing conditions which are susceptible to this type of erosion. This research should 
be used to initiate more research, develop better methods, and eventually increase 
vi 
 
public safety with regards to designing and improving earth structures such as dams and 
levees. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Critical Gradients 
 Critical gradients, from a geotechnical engineering point of view, are gradients 
which cause some form of failure in a soil. Research has been done to determine what 
these critical gradients are for various soils in various conditions. The difficulty in 
determining a critical gradient is that so many properties and conditions are variable 
from one site to another. Modern engineering considers a critical gradient to be 
estimated as unity (1.0).  The problem with this estimation is that studies show critical 
gradients can occur at much lower values in certain conditions.  
 In 2006 AV Watkins dam in Northern Utah nearly failed due to a mechanism 
called piping. It was afterwards observed that the gradients near the failure experienced 
average gradients near 0.1. These gradients were horizontal gradients which caused 
sinkholes and deposited soil on the other side of the dam. A cement-bentonite cutoff 
wall was installed to stop the internal erosion.  
 Understanding internal erosion and the various mechanisms associated with the 
failures is extremely important to the geotechnical engineering practice. Foster et al. 
(2000) determined that nearly half of dam and levee failures were due to seepage 
related erosion. Research has been done on trying to better predict critical gradients for 
internal erosion, but part of the problem is internal erosion is composed of several 
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different failure mechanisms. The estimation of unity for critical gradient prediction is 
based on a “heave” failure mechanism which will be discussed in Section 2.2. 
 Much of this research is based on of the work done by Fleshman and Rice at 
Utah State University (Fleshman 2012, Fleshman and Rice 2013, 2014). Fleshman and 
Rice conducted vertical seepage tests determining three types of critical gradients in a 
2-in. diameter soil sample holder. They found that critical gradients depend strongly on 
the size, shape, gradation, and specific gravity of the soil in question. This study looks at 
a handful of the soils tested in their research, and performs similar tests in a larger 4-in. 
diameter sample holder with horizontal and inclined exit face conditions. A number of 
tests are also run in the 2-in. sample holder to compare differences between the two 
different samples. The results from this research will be compared and analyzed with 
their results. 
 The inclination of the soil exit face is believed to have an impact on the critical 
gradient on the stages of failure associated with this test, as defined by Fleshman 
(2012). Several different angles were chosen between the horizontal and the angle at 
which the soil fails (angle of repose) to determine these effects through instrumentation 
measurement. The test result indicate the following: 1) the failure and boil formation 
stages exhibited a linear trend with respect to exit face angle, 2) initial and heave 
movement fit a second order polynomial trend with respect to exit face angle, 3) once a 
the critical gradient for failure was reached, a critical slope angle was observed to be 
close to 60% of the angle of repose for all of the soils tested, 4) the predicted critical 
gradients in Equation 2-5 are very similar to the gradients measured for initial 
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movement when the exit face was horizontal, but fell below the prediction when 
inclined, 5) the edge effects of the sample holder are significantly reduced in the large 
sample holder in comparison to the sampler sample holder, and 6) many characteristics 
observed in the research done by Fleshman and Rice are confirmed herein. 
1.2 Purpose of Research 
 The purpose of this research is to determine the effects that exit face inclination 
has on critical gradients. The internal erosion mechanism of focus is backward erosion, 
or piping, as defined by ICOLD (2012). A seepage test cell developed at Utah State 
University has been used in this research and previous research to perform tests to 
measure the critical gradients of several sandy soils and beads. The results from this 
research and previous research are compared herein and are used to provide a better 
understanding of critical gradients with respect to the piping mechanism. The test 
results will also be compared to a computer model developed by Dr. Tong Qiu at 
Pennsylvania State University. The results from this and previous research done with 
this apparatus is expected to lead to better methods of internal erosion prediction with 
regards to piping. 
1.3 Report Organization 
 This thesis includes six chapters and four appendices. Chapter 1 is an 
introduction in which previous research is compared to this thesis, and discussion on the 
purpose of the research. Chapter 2 is the literature review relating to this topic and 
other forms of internal erosion. Chapter 3 describes in detail the testing apparatus 
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designed to run the seepage tests for this research. Chapter 4 summarizes the testing 
procedure, set-up, and data collection. Chapter 5 presents the testing results, 
comparisons, and methods of analysis. Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions and 
findings. Appendix A includes detailed instructions to run the tests. Appendix B 
encompasses all the data and plots from the tests run. Appendix C includes alternative 
laboratory testing and results done on the soils tested. Appendix D is a derivation of the 
factor of safety of slope stability for the testing apparatus. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
 A literary review of prior research relating to this project was performed. It is 
organized by the various topics related to this research including: 
• Internal Erosion Mechanisms  
• The Evolution of Hydraulic Failure Mechanisms 
• Testing for Internal Stability and Critical Gradients 
• Horizontal and Inclined Effects 
2.2 Internal Erosion Mechanisms 
 The different mechanisms that encompass internal erosion have often been 
misrepresented and not differentiated in the research and diagnosis of seepage related 
problems. A better understanding of the specific mechanism(s) liable for initiation and 
failure is crucial to the development of internal erosion prediction and prevention in 
earth structures. Four specific mechanisms of the initiation of internal erosion are 
defined in the 2012 International Committee on Large Dams report (ICOLD 2012) and 
are herein explained. 
 Concentrated Leak Erosion (CLE) is the removal of soil particles along a crack or 
defect caused by differential settlement, hydraulic fracture, animal burrows, 
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desiccation, or frost action inside a dam or levee. This mechanism is progressed by the 
seepage of water through the soil eroding the sides of the pathway. 
 Backward Erosion (or Piping) is the removal of soil particles from the 
downstream face progressing backward forming erosion channels to increase flow and 
internal erosion as in Fig. 4. This occurs due to critically high hydraulic gradients at the 
exit face displacing the soil particles and is often evident by the formation of sand boils 
at the surface. 
 Contact Erosion is the erosion of fine grained soil in contact with a coarse soil. 
High flow velocities parallel to contact points result in the fine grains to be displaced 
easier than the coarse soils; thus causing a pathway for removal of eroding soil. 
 “Suffusion is the process by which finer soil particles are moved through 
constrictions between larger soil particles by seepage forces” (Wan and Fell 2008). This 
mainly occurs in internally unstable gap graded non plastic soils, glacial tills, and some 
fills and filters in dams (ICOLD 2012). 
 Another mechanism of internal erosion is the heave mechanism, which is the 
movement or removal of a soil mass by water pressures or seepage forces. There are 
two forms of the heave mechanism; the total stress and the effective stress 
mechanisms. The total stress mechanism consists of relatively confined water pressures 
displacing the less permeable soil mass (Fell et al. 2007). The effective stress mechanism 
consists of the seepage force being larger than the buoyancy force and arching 
resistance of the soil mass (Terzaghi and Peck 1948). This mechanism sometimes 
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combines with other mechanisms during a failure which can lead to difficulty in 
diagnosing specific causes. 
 For internal erosion to occur by the various mechanisms described, certain 
conditions involving the materials and the surroundings are needed (ICOLD 2012): 
• There must be hydraulic conditions to initiate erosion 
• There must be an ability to sustain the erosive hydraulic regime 
• The material must be susceptible to erosion 
• The material must have an inability to self-heal 
• There must be a pathway for the removal of eroding soil 
 These mechanisms of internal erosion are often misunderstood and have only 
recently become specifically defined, relative to the history of geotechnical engineering. 
Throughout the research of internal stability, testing and analysis has been done to 
better understand the mechanics. However, a better modern understanding of these 
mechanisms has shown that some of the research was actually looking at different 
mechanisms than was previously believed. 
2.3 Evolution of Hydraulic Failure Mechanisms 
The earliest and likely most important contribution to understanding flow 
through soil was made by Darcy in 1856 with Darcy’s law expressed as: 
 =     (Equation 2-1) 
where q is the total rate of flow through the cross-sectional area A, the hydraulic 
gradient is i, and the proportionality constant k is called the Darcy coefficient of 
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permeability, or the more correct definition, the hydraulic conductivity coefficient (Holtz 
and Kovacs 1981). However, piping was not an engineering concern until 1898 when 
Col. Clibborn predicted the collapse of the Narora Dam on the Ganges River in India. It 
was not until 1910 when Bligh’s line of creep method became the accepted tool for 
evaluation of masonry or concrete structures founded on soils (Bligh 1910).  
Bligh understood that having a sandy soil foundation beneath a relatively 
impermeable structure was unsuitable due to the danger of what he termed piping 
(Bligh 1910). Due to the unrealistic alternative of removing possibly hundreds of feet of 
sandy riverbed to avoid this type of erosion, Bligh came up with a design to account for 
the possibility of piping. Through experience and study of many hydraulic structures 
which both failed due to piping and did not, Bligh was able to develop an equation to 
estimate the critical head for an individual structure. His theory considered the velocity 
of the seepage through the foundation with respect to the head of the water and their 
relationship with the length of the structure. He proposed that: 
 =      (Equation 2-2) 
where l is the length of the base of the structure parallel to the flow of water, H is the 
head of water, and c is the percolation factor suitable to different classes of sand. The 
percolation values classified by Bligh were deduced from experience and study of those 
particular materials. The range of possible values is given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Bligh’s values of percolation factor c in expression l = cH (Bligh 1910) 
Type of Foundation Material Class c 
Fine silt and sand as in Nile River A 18 
Fine micaceous sand as in Colorado 
and Himalayan Rivers 
B 15 
Ordinary coarse sand C 12 
Gravel and sand D 9 
Boulders, gravel and sand E 4 to 6* 
*Increased from 6 to 9 in 1913 by Bligh (Richards and Reddy 2007) 
 This relationship between the seepage path length and differential head across 
the foundation could be used to assess the safety of an existing structure or in the 
design of a new structure. To use Bligh’s equation, the percolation factor and maximum 
water head are the known variables, and the percolation length which is the shortest 
path from the upstream and downstream portions of the structure is the unknown. For 
an existing structure with a length lower than the minimum length, three options of 
remediation are available. The first is to lengthen the base width of the embankment 
downstream, effectively building a larger structure at the toe. The second is to lengthen 
the impervious base on the upstream end by adding an apron. This method can be done 
just by adding an impervious sheet of material around five feet thick, however, this 
method is sometimes advised against due to the risk of a break occurring somewhere in 
the apron. If this were to happen the effective length of percolation would be shortened 
without warning and the structure would no longer be safe. The third method of 
increasing the percolation length entailed inserting a row of sheet piling or some such 
other impervious curtain wall. Bligh suggested that the depth of the curtain be made 
10 
 
equal to c, and that the vertical curtain length required, would be half of that using an 
upstream apron due to the percolating water traveling up and down the vertical 
obstruction. Fig. 1 illustrates how Bligh showed the three methods of remediation.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Remediation methods (after FIG. 4 - Bligh 1910) 
 In 1934 Lane came up with an improvement on Bligh’s line of creep method by 
accounting for vertical movement of flow lines and anisotropy. He concluded that 
horizontal seepage has less effect reducing uplift than vertical seepage, by applying a 
reduction of 1/3 to the length of horizontal flow paths. Lane’s weighted creep method 
proposed: 
	 = 
 = ∑ 		/   (Equation 2-3) 
where cw is the safe weighted creep ratio which can be obtained from Table 2, Lw is the 
weighted creep distance, H is the head of water in the reservoir, CVi is the vertical creep 
distance along a segment of the foundation, and CH is the horizontal creep distance 
along a segment of the foundation. Refer to Fig. 2 for an illustration of the horizontal 
and vertical creep distance for a dam with seepage berm and sheet pile cutoffs at its 
upstream and downstream ends (Hendrix and Stark 2009).  
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Table 2. Safe weighted creep ratios as recommended by Lane (1934) 
Material 
Safe Weighted 
Creep Ratio 
(Lane 1934) 
Very Fine Silt or Sand 8.5 
Fine Sand 7 
Medium Sand 6 
Coarse Sand 5 
Fine Gravel 4 
Medium Gravel 3.5 
Gravel and Sand No value 
Coarse Gravel, Including Cobbles 3 
Boulders with Some Cobbles and Gravel 2.5 
Boulders, Gravel, and Sand No value 
Soft Clay 3 
Medium Clay 2 
Hard Clay 1.8 
Very Hard Clay, or Hardpan 1.6 
 
 
Fig. 2. Lane's definition of horizontal and vertical creep distance (Hendrix and Stark 
2009) 
 
Lane developed guidelines based on a study of over 200 dams, and his well-documented 
empirical correlation quickly replaced Bligh’s line of creep method (Richards and Reddy 
2007).  
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 In 1943 Terzaghi determined a factor of safety against piping by heave 
indicating: 
 =      (Equation 2-4) 
where Gs is the factor of safety, W’ is the effective weight of most critical sand prism, 
and Ue is the uplift pressure at the base of the sand prism which is determined from a 
flow net. In 1948 Terzaghi and Peck identified two processes that can cause failure by 
piping; failure by subsurface erosion and failure by heave. Failure by subsurface erosion 
starts at an exit point near the downstream toe and proceeds upstream along the base 
of the structure or within the foundation. Failure by heave is the sudden rise of a large 
body of soil adjoining the downstream toe of the structure (Terzaghi and Peck 1948). In 
1996, Terzaghi et al. indicated that the first type of piping “defies a theoretical 
approach.” They stated “In reality, most piping failures occur at hydraulic heads h’c 
much smaller than the head hc computed on the basis of theory…” and they reported 
the ratio h’c/hc decreases rapidly with decreasing grain size. They also state that most 
piping failures are caused by a process that reduces the factor of safety gradually and 
inconspicuously until the point of failure is reached, which can occur several years after 
first filling (Terzaghi et al. 1996). The method of calculating the critical gradient that is 
most commonly used today is the theoretical equation developed by Terzaghi: 
! = ""    (Equation 2-5) 
where ic is the critical gradient, γ’ is the buoyant unit weight of the soil, and γw is the unit 
weight of water. This equation, which models piping due to heave, was developed from 
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observation of failures initiated by subsurface erosion and is used with modern 
engineering analysis (such as Finite Element Method seepage analysis, FEM) to predict 
piping potential. 
2.4 Testing for Internal Stability and Critical Gradients 
 Terzaghi developed his method of calculating critical gradients only taking into 
consideration the specific gravity and void ratio of the soil. Typical values for critical 
gradient based off void ratio for granular soils are shown in Table 3.  
 
Table 3. Typical values of ic for Gs = 2.68 (Holtz and Kovacs 1981) 
Void Ratio Approximate Relative Density Ic 
0.5 Dense 1.12 
0.75 Medium 0.96 
1.0 Loose 0.84 
 
 
 
For estimation purposes, ic is often taken to be about unity, which is a relatively easy 
number to remember (Holtz and Kovacs 1981). However, even though engineers are 
taught that hydraulic gradients less than 1.0 are generally safe, there are some instances 
where piping has occurred at gradients as little as 0.17 (Richards and Reddy 2007). 
 In 1985, Kenny and Lau helped to test soils for internal stability by suffusion with 
the introduction of the F-H diagram; where, F is the fraction of soil, H is the fraction of 
the particles with sizes between D and 4D, and D is the particle size. Fig. 3 illustrates the 
grading curve in the F-H diagram. 
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Fig. 3. Kenney and Lau’s F-H diagram (Kenney and Lau 1985) 
 Kenney and Lau’s open system testing apparatus and procedure allows for 
determining the instability for irregularly shaped particle size distributions, which by 
other methods may be characterized as stable (Adel et al. 1988). The ability to 
accurately determine whether a granular material is internally stable is extremely 
important when considering potential filtering materials.  Although Kenney and Lau 
helped the understanding of the internal stability of granular soils, no attempt was 
made in their research to accurately determine the hydraulic gradients at which 
particles were washed out (Adel et al. 1988; Skempton and Brogan 1994). 
 In 1985, Khilar developed a capillary model to predict under what conditions 
piping versus plugging was likely to occur. He found that the problem of piping consists 
of two sequential steps; the dispersion or detachment of clay particles from the surface 
of a seepage conduit and the transportation or migration of these particles in the 
seepage stream (Khilar et al. 1985). He determined that the dispersion and migration of 
these particles could, depending on conditions, evolve into piping or plugging of the 
conduit. His model proposed the following: 
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! = #$%.'%' ()*+*,    (Equation 2-6) 
where ic is the critical gradient, τc is the critical shear stress in dynes/cm2, n0 is the initial 
porosity, and K0 is the initial hydraulic conductivity in cm/s. Khilar’s model was used to 
ascertain a relationship for the onset of piping in clay embankment soils. Khilar 
concluded that either outcome depends strongly upon the size distribution of the 
migrating particles relative to the interstitial voids of the soil matrix and also the rate at 
which they erode from the pore walls. Though Khilar referred to this model as a model 
for piping, this research is likely to better model CLE based on modern terminology used 
by ICOLD. 
 Koenders and Sellmeijer developed a two dimensional mathematical model for 
piping based off flume tests on clean, fine to medium grained sands. Their flume tests 
were modeled after a dike with the roof of the flume representing the impervious 
structure. Fig. 4 shows the geometry and details to better understand the mathematical 
model. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Diagram of structure undergoing piping (Koenders and Sellmeijer 1992) 
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Koenders and Sellmeijer propose the mathematical model as: 

 =  ("-" − 1, ∗ 1234 ∗ 1 − 0.658.9%   and     = 9:;<=>?@ >A?

B
         (Equation 2-7) 
where H is the water height difference or differential head across the dike, L is the 
length of the structure, and H/L is the critical gradient; l is the length of the piping 
channel, d is the diameter of the particles, γs/γw is the ratio of soil and water density, 
γp/γs is the ratio of particle and soil density, κ is the intrinsic permeability, c is Martin’s 
constant (Martin 1970), η is White’s constant (White 1940), and θ is the angle of friction 
for single particle stability. It is observed that the critical gradient has a maximum at 
approximately l/L = 0.5, that is, when 50% of the structure is undermined by a very thin 
piping channel (Koenders and Sellmeijer 1992; Sellmeijer 1988). They also noted that 
the critical gradient is relatively independent of the length of the channel. 
 In 1994, Skempton and Brogan proposed that a reduction factor, α, be applied to 
Terzaghi’s critical gradient theory (Equation 2-5) depending on the amount of stresses 
that are carried by an unstable fraction of soil. They refer to a process called segregation 
piping, where sand grains are in vigorous movement and the gravel particles remain 
stationary due to the overburden load which the larger particles support in the soil 
matrix. These effects can result in critical gradients one third to one fifth of the 
theoretical critical gradients for a homogeneous granular material of the same porosity 
(Skempton and Brogan 1994). The process Skempton and Brogan referred to as 
segregation piping is likely the suffusion mechanism defined by ICOLD. 
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 In 2000, Schmertmann developed a very elaborate design method for calculating 
the factor of safety against piping. Documenting 115 flume tests from primarily two 
sources, the University of Florida and Delft Hydraulics Laboratories, Schmertmann 
identified parameters of importance to piping and formulated a correction factor for 
that parameter to apply to the laboratory results to better predict field behavior. Some 
of the flume tests referenced by Schmertmann were those run by Sellmeijer in the 
1990’s, whose work is referenced often in Schmertmann’s findings. Schmertmann 
identified eleven correction factors in which accounted for pipe inclination, parallel 
flow, convergent and divergent flow, length, grain size, anisotropy, surrounding layers, 
and density. In the design method, Schmertmann used a point method which obtains a 
factor of safety versus length profile that requires a field flownet. He showed that global 
gradients required to cause piping largely depend on the coefficient of uniformity of the 
sand. He also described the advancement of the pipehead yielding due to lower ambient 
gradients until the upstream head was increased, or the pipe reached a point where 
ambient gradients began to increase. These tests have provided insight into some of the 
mechanisms associated with backward erosion piping; however, the results of these 
studies have not been incorporated into quantitative piping potential calculations used 
commonly in practice (Fleshman 2012). 
 Tomlinson and Vaid presented an experimental study of the influence of filter-
soil grain-size ratio and confining pressure on piping erosion. Their top-loading testing 
apparatus allowed flow downward through the base soil to the filter beneath. Their 
procedure allowed for confining pressure, filter thickness, filter to base soil grain size 
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ratio, and rate of change in gradient increase to be the testing variables. They found 
that the grain-size ratio D15f/D85s was the most important parameter in determining if a 
soil-filter system is susceptible to piping erosion (Tomlinson and Vaid 2000). D15f is the 
fine fraction, or 15% of the soil passing the no. 200 sieve, and D85s is the coarse fraction. 
Grain-size ratios less than 8 were immune to piping, greater than 12 spontaneously 
piped, while between 8 and 12 would experience piping only when the critical gradient 
was reached. These findings are consistent with similar previous studies. The effect of 
confining pressure had a minor influence on the soil stability due to the collapse of 
arches in the loose sand. The filter thickness was an important parameter because it is 
essential that a filtration zone is formed within the filter by the base material. A thinner 
filter than the minimum suggested would allow piping to occur at lower critical 
gradients. Lastly, the imposing of the gradient rapidly prevented a proper filtration zone 
from forming which triggered piping at smaller critical gradients. This parameter was 
somewhat dismissed due to the fact that in most geotechnical applications a filter would 
not be subject to such rapid gradient changes. This research is based on the idea that 
the mechanism at large is backward erosion, or piping; however, this may be more 
correctly looking at the suffusion mechanism as defined by ICOLD. 
 In 2001, Ojha et al. developed a piping model based on Darcy’s law paired with 
energy conservation. Their model helps explain the dependence of porosity on critical 
head for three different sets of data related to sands of different sizes and origin (Ojha 
et al. 2001). Ojha points out that this model is not useful when partnered with a 
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permeability relationship that only depends on the particle size, but is better suited for 
evaluating the relative effect of porosity on critical head estimations. 
 Ojha et al. later developed a physically based model to estimate critical head 
that supports Bligh’s empirical findings. The critical head in this model is dependent on 
the length of the structure and the soil and fluid properties. The higher porous soils hold 
lower values of length to the critical head ratios relative to the less porous soils. The 
case is similar with the larger particles, which show a higher permitted critical head 
when compared with the finer particles (Ojha et al. 2003). 
 Fell et al. (2003) researched case studies of embankment dams in which have 
failed due to piping. They break up the process of internal erosion and piping into four 
phases: 1) initiation, 2) continuation of erosion, 3) progression to form a pipe, and 4) 
formation of a breach (Fell et al. 2003). They proposed a framework to give an 
approximate estimate of the time for piping to progress and form a breach. The 
qualitative terms for times of development of the piping phases are presented in Table 
4. 
 
Table 4. Qualitative terms for development times (Fell et al. 2003) 
Qualitative term Equivalent time 
Slow (S) Weeks or months, even years 
Medium (M) Days or weeks 
Rapid (R) Hours ( > 12 h ) or days 
Very rapid (VR) < 3 h 
 
 These approximate times depend on the specific design of the dam, location of 
the internal erosion, and are used in comparison to the case studies research. One 
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assumption made in their study was that the rate of each phase of the process is 
correlated to the likelihood that process will happen. In their work, guidance is also 
provided on the detectability of erosion and piping in the specific structural locations of 
the dam. 
 In 2004, Wan and Fell developed slot (SET) and hole (HET) erosion tests to study 
the erosion characteristics of soil in cracks in embankment dams. The rate of erosion of 
a soil can be represented by an erosion rate index I derived from either developed test 
and can range from 0 to 6 (Wan and Fell 2004). They developed predictive formulas 
based on multiple linear regression analysis to determine the index values for coarse 
and fine grained soils. The lower the index value the more rapid the erosion and the 
soils can differ in their rates of erosion by up to 6 orders of magnitude. They determined 
that the rate of erosion is dependent on several different soil parameters, including 
fines content, plasticity, mineralogy, compaction, density, saturation, and the presence 
of cementing materials. 
 In 2006, Fannin and Moffat used laboratory permeameter testing to further 
evaluate the Kezdi criterion (Kezdi 1979) and compared their results with the works of 
Kenney and Lau. They concluded that the potential for instability is governed by the 
shape of the grain size distribution curve, and evaluated with reference to an empirically 
derived limit grain size ratio of D’15/d’85 = 4 (Fannin and Moffat 2006). Soils with a grain-
size ratio close to this limit appeared stable with respect to seepage, but a grain-size 
ratio close to 7 exhibited internal instability at relatively low gradients. These findings 
are slightly different than those of Tomlinson and Vaid. 
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 Wan and Fell also proposed improved procedures for predicting the internal 
instability of sand gravel soils with silty and clayey fines based on the particle size 
distribution (Wan and Fell 2008). They show that minor shape differences of the particle 
size distribution affect the stability or instability of a soil. Most methods widely used to 
determine soil stability are claimed by the authors to be conservative, and it is 
recommended that laboratory tests be carried out on the soils in question for important 
projects. 
 In 2011, Moffat and Fannin performed tests to study internal erosion 
susceptibility on widely graded cohesionless soils. Their apparatus is a top loaded rigid 
wall permeameter with an array of transducers used to monitor the spatial and 
temporal progression of internal erosion. Unidirectional flow of filtered de-aired water 
was imposed in either an upward or downward direction by means of a feedback system 
to maintain a constant average hydraulic gradient across the specimen length (Moffat 
and Fannin 2011a). They characterize the spatial and temporal progression of instability 
by: 1) localized erosion followed by reestablishment of a stable equilibrium, 2) localized 
erosion followed by a period of unstable equilibrium within the specimen, and 3) 
localized erosion that triggers a particle migration within the whole specimen. They 
believe the onset of instability is governed by a critical combination of hydraulic 
gradient and effective stress. 
 Moffat and Fannin also performed tests with upward seepage flow and no 
confining stress applied to the top surface of the specimen (Moffat and Fannin 2011b). 
The objective was to describe the relation between critical hydraulic gradient and 
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stability index in soil specific soils. They found that a ranking of seepage-induced 
instability for each soil tested, from most unstable to least unstable, is found similar to 
the susceptibility to internal instability determined from empirical analysis of the 
gradation shape. The values of local hydraulic gradient within the test specimen were 
found helpful to an interpretation of the outbreak of internal instability. 
 Chang and Zhang developed a stress-controlled erosion apparatus to investigate 
the initiation and development of internal erosion. Their apparatus allows independent 
control of hydraulic gradient and stress state (Chang and Zhang 2011). Within the limit 
of the applied gradient, they describe two critical hydraulic gradients; at initiation of 
internal erosion and at deformation of the soil skeleton. At deformation of the soil 
skeleton there is a mutation of the specimen in terms of soil microstructure. Their 
results show that the maximum erosion rate, the variations in soil permeability, and the 
total deformation of the soil specimen increase with deviator stress. 
 In 2012, Richards and Reddy developed a new true-triaxial piping test apparatus 
(TTPTA) to perform experiments that allowed monitoring for the initiation as opposed 
to the progression of piping in soils subjected to various confining stresses and seepage 
conditions. The selected soils were uniform commercial sand, mixed soils, and field soils. 
A limited number of tests were mixed soils with low and high plasticity clays to observe 
the influence of soil conditions on piping initiation. Their study showed that the seepage 
velocity was a better predictor of piping behavior for non-cohesive soils than the 
hydraulic gradient. The main conclusion drawn was that the amount of fines content 
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and the plasticity of the fines play a significant role in piping initiation (Richards and 
Reddy 2012). 
 Fleshman and Rice performed tests to measure critical hydraulic conditions for 
the initiation of piping, and to assess the effects that gradation, grain size, and grain 
shape have on the critical gradients in a variety of sandy soils. The tests they ran were to 
help gain a better understanding of the piping process on a grain size scale to lead to 
better predicting initiation of piping erosion. The apparatus developed allowed vertical 
upward seepage through the soil sample to visually and instrumentally observe the 
mechanisms associated with piping in their testing apparatus. The three stages of piping 
development they identified were: 1) initial heave, 2) boil formation, and 3) total heave; 
with an increase in hydraulic gradient with each progressing stage (Fleshman 2012, 
Fleshman and Rice 2013, 2014). 
 Chang and Zhang also conducted extensive laboratory internal erosion tests on 
gap-graded granular soil to gain a better understanding of initiation and development of 
suffusion. These tests were run under complex stress states following isotropic, drained 
triaxial compression, and triaxial extension stress paths to determine the effect on 
critical hydraulic gradients. Based on the experimental results, Chang and Zhang divided 
the internal erosion process into four phases: 1) stable, 2) initiation, 3) development, 
and 4) failure. In relation to these four phases, three critical hydraulic gradients are 
defined as initiation, skeleton-deformation, and failure hydraulic gradients. Due to the 
buckling potential of the strong force chains in the soil being much lower for tests under 
isotropic stress conditions, the skeleton-deformation hydraulic gradients are much 
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larger than those under compression or extension stress conditions (Chang and Zhang 
2013).  
 Li and Fannin proposed a simplified-Kovacs method to assess the potential for 
internal instability of cohesionless soils. Kovacs (1981) developed the capillary tube 
model to characterize the interstices of the coarser fraction, and the size distribution of 
the finer fraction is characterized by grain diameter. Because this criterion has never 
been evaluated against experience gained from soil testing, it was proposed to couple 
Kenney and Lau’s methods to better determine internal instability (Li and Fannin 2013). 
 Fujisawa et al. investigated the relationship between the seepage force and the 
velocity of sand particles during sand boiling induced by both vertical and horizontal 
seepage flow. In these experiments the average sand particle velocity, the seepage flow 
velocity, and the hydraulic gradient was measured from the discharge rates of the sand 
(Fujisawa et al. 2013). The seepage force was obtained by a developed model and the 
vertical velocity of the sand particles were predicted and agreed well with the 
experimental observations. It was observed that the horizontally transported sands 
required a greater seepage force due to the friction between the sand and the pipe 
walls. Also, the seepage force required to transport the horizontal sand decreased with 
increase of particle velocity.  
 Jacobson (2013) proposed quantifying the effects of piping initiation by 
generating a critical gradient equation based on the unit weight, friction angle, particle 
size, gradation, and void ratio of cohesionless soils. The testing apparatus and 
methodology used are the same as conducted by Fleshman and Rice, and the equations 
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were generated using a multi-variable linear regression analysis for each of the three 
stages they determined. 
2.5 Horizontal Effects 
 Adel et al. (1988) performed horizontal flow tests to obtain information about 
the internal filter behavior as a function of the hydraulic gradient with respect to 
internal stability. Their tests resulted in critical gradients ranging from 0.7 to as little as 
0.16 to initiate piping. This is much lower than the estimation of 1.0 which is commonly 
referred to as an estimated critical gradient. The criteria derived by Kenney and Lau 
(1985) were verified in their findings, and they found a linear relationship between 
particle size distribution and critical hydraulic gradient. Skempton and Brogan (1994) 
acknowledged that piping gradients for upward vertical flow were greater than those of 
horizontal flow mainly due to gravity playing a minor role in resisting erosion. 
Schmertman (2000) also observed piping at a horizontal gradient of 0.5 in his research. 
 In 2010, Xiao and Gomez studied the effect of piping erosion on the strength of 
levees. Their tests considered not the initiation of piping, but the strength of structures 
after piping erosion has occurred. Triaxial tests were performed on soil specimens with 
augured channels of varying diameters and angles vertical, horizontal, and inclined. 
They determined internal friction angle was not affected by the hole diameters when 
the piping channel is inclined or horizontal. The internal friction angle decreases with 
the increase of diameter of pipes, the maximum reduction is 58%. Also the internal 
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friction angle does decrease by an average of 28% when compared to the control 
specimen without a pipe (Xiao and Gomez 2010). 
 Richards and Reddy (2012) observed critical horizontal velocities substantially 
lower than vertical velocities when the seepage direction was at an angle below 
horizontal by as little as 10° with their true-triaxial piping test apparatus. Also, Fujisawa 
et al. (2013) observed that the seepage force needed for the horizontal transport of the 
sand decreased as the velocity of the sand particles increased. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TESTING APARATUS 
3.1 Introduction 
The testing apparatus used to conduct the experiments is the same as was used 
in the research by Fleshman and Rice (Fleshman 2012, Fleshman and Rice 2013, 2014) 
and Jacobson (2013). It has been designed to measure critical gradients in soil under 
various sloping exit face conditions. In the previous research, only vertical flow 
(horizontal exit face) was tested in the smaller sample holder, while various slopes and 
both the smaller and larger sample holders were used in this research. A schematic 
illustration of the apparatus is presented in Fig. 5.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Schematic of testing apparatus 
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 In this apparatus, water flows perpendicular to the exit face through a uniform 
circular soil cross-section to avoid asymmetric convergence of seepage flow at the exit 
face to more easily determine the magnitude of the exit gradient. 
 Two soil sample holders were used in this research, both 5-in. long and cylinder-
shaped Plexiglas molds. The small sample holder is 2-in. in diameter, and the large 
sample holder is 4-in. in diameter. Both sample holders have two retaining screens (one 
made of sieve mesh for the retention of finer soil particles, and one less flow restrictive 
but stronger to support the soil sample) placed at the base to retain the soil and allow 
water to flow freely through the soil sample. The sample holder is sealed by foam gasket 
between two enclosed cells, the low-head pressure cell and the high-head pressure cell. 
The hydraulic head is controlled by two constant head tanks, the high-head reservoir 
and the low head reservoir, which are connected to the high-head pressure cell and the 
low-head pressure cell, respectively. The high-head reservoir can be raised by the 
Mariotte tube to change the differential head during a test. The head is raised slowly at 
consistent increments, or until any movement of the exit face is visually observed during 
a test. 
 The pore pressures are measured at three ports within the soil sample located at 
¾-in., 2-¼-in., and 3-¾-in. down from the top of the sample holder. A fourth 
measurement of the total differential head is also recorded across the entire sample. 
Each pore pressure measurement is made by using a Validyne DP15-26 differential 
pressure transducer installed between the port and the low-head pressure cell. The 
pore pressure measurements are made relative to the top enclosed cell (the low-head 
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pressure cell). A magnetic-flux flow meter records the flow-rate between the high-head 
reservoir and the high-head pressure cell. 
 A Campbell Scientific CR 1000 data logger is used to collect data every 0.1 sec. 
during a test where the average is taken over the course of 1 second. The data logger is 
connected to a computer so the data can be viewed in real time on the computer screen 
to help determine soil matrix behavior and activity. The data from the data logger is 
saved after each test for later analysis. Each test is recorded from a side view and be 
correlated to the data by the use of an electronic counter controlled by the data logger 
in the video field of view. 
3.2 Design of Soil Sample Holders 
 The soil sample holders consist of a smaller, 2-in. diameter, and larger, 4-in. 
diameter, Plexiglas mold. Both sample holders are 5-in. long, and both retain soil by two 
screens (one made of sieve mesh for the retention of finer soil particles, and one less 
flow restrictive but stronger to support the soil sample) placed at the base to allow 
water to flow freely through the soil sample. Silicone gel coated the inside and top of 
the sample holders to model soil to soil contact through the sample.  
 The gel allowed soil particles to indent into the coating which reduced the 
potential for preferential seepage paths along the contact points of the holder and the 
soil (with exception to some of the inclined tests where the flow was concentrated to 
the back of the holder). The absence of this coating resulted in the heave failure 
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mechanism in some of the earlier research done by Fleshman and Rice (Fleshman 2012, 
Fleshman and Rice 2013, 2014).  
 
 
 
Fig. 6. a) Location of pore pressure ports in 2-in. sample holder, and  
b) top view of the 2-in. soil sample holder before use 
 The soil sample holders contain three tubes which extend to the center of the 
cross sectional area at ¾-in., 2-¼-in., and 3-¾-in. down from the top of the holder. These 
three tubes are labeled PPA, PPB, and PPC, respectively, as can be seen in Fig. 6. The 
three tubes are connected to pressure transducers by way of quick-connects, and the 
pore pressure measurements are recorded by differential pressure transducers installed 
between the port and the low-head pressure cell. The measured differential head is 
relative to the low-head pressure cell. The total differential head is also measured 
between the low-head pressure cell and the high-head pressure cell. 
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3.3 Design of Differential Pressure Cells 
 The differential pressure cells are made of two cylindrical Plexiglas sections 
separated by sheet of Plexiglas with an opening in the middle for placement of the soil 
sample holder as shown in Fig. 7. Two larger diameter Plexiglas plates are bolted to the 
top and bottom of the cylindrical sections. These plates are 1-in. thick, 13-in. in 
diameter, and have circular grooves inset ¼-in. for seating of the cylindrical sections. 
Inside the groove is another smaller groove to hold a rubber o-ring gasket. Vacuum 
grease is applied to the o-ring gasket to seal the cylindrical sections to the plates. The 
plates are bolted to each other by eight pieces of all-thread creating an air-tight 
pressure chamber. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Differential pressure cells 
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 The differential pressure cells have four ports for quick connects. Two of the 
ports are located in the back close together (but separated by the sheet of Plexiglas in 
the middle) and are used for measuring the differential head between the top and 
bottom pressure cells. One port is located near the bypass valve in the bottom pressure 
cell to pull a vacuum from the top to the bottom cell to allow the apparatus to be 
saturated by CO2, and for assistance in filling the pressure cells (from top to bottom) 
with water from the high head reservoir. The last port is located at the top of the 
apparatus to allow the CO2 to travel through the soil sample from top to bottom, thus 
avoiding pressurizing the bottom cell and heaving the sample. Two needle valves are 
used for relieving pressures during test setup and water drainage after test completion; 
one is located at the bottom cell near the vacuum port, and the second is located on the 
top plate.  
 Three pore pressure measurement ports (corresponding to PPA, PPB, and PPC) 
are located on the top plate (PPA and PPB) and on the side of the bottom cell (PPC). On 
the left of the apparatus contains PVC piping to allow flow in and out of the apparatus 
during the setup of the test, during the test, and after the test. Three valves are used in 
this system of piping; two let flow in and out of the apparatus, and a third bypass valve 
to allow transients to travel through piping system and not the soil to keep the sample 
from heaving during certain points of the setup of the test. During the actual test this 
bypass valve is closed, and all flow goes through the soil sample. 
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3.4 Head Reservoirs 
 The head reservoirs are comprised of a high-head reservoir and a low head 
reservoir. Both reservoirs are stationary and made of cylindrical Plexiglas with an inside 
diameter of 11.25 in. The high head reservoir can hold up to about 20 gal. of water; 
however, the low head reservoir can only hold about 10 gal., which is the limiting 
capacity for a test. No test has required the full use of the 10 gal. in the lower reservoir.  
 The high-head reservoir is at a higher elevation than the low-head reservoir, as 
shown in Fig. 8, with a Mariotte tube inside to change the differential head during a test.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Higher Head 
Reservoir 
Lower Head 
Reservoir 
Mariotte Tube 
Outlet Tube 
Back Pressure 
Back Pressure 
Δh 
Fig. 8. High-head and low-head reservoirs 
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 The bottom edge of the Mariotte tube starts at the same elevation as the outlet 
tube in the low-head reservoir; when both reservoirs have back-pressure applied, the 
bubble in the high-head reservoir descends to the bottom of the Mariotte tube while 
the water level in the outlet tube stays at the top, thus obtaining the same total head at 
the start of a test. To raise the head in the high-head reservoir, a hand crank is turned 
counter-clock-wise at 13 rotations per 1-in. to increase the differential head. Since the 
system has back-pressure applied, the differential head is the change in elevation head 
minus the minor losses in the system, or Δh.  
 This system allows the water to be de-aired much easier than the previous 
system developed by Fleshman and Rice (Fleshman 2012, Fleshman and Rice 2013, 
2014) as shown in Fig. 9. The previous system consisted of two containers open to the 
atmosphere; one of which was stationary, and the other a variable head reservoir which 
the differential head was increased in a much more turbulent method of winding four 
wing-nuts up the all-thread. Since the development of this new system, data has been 
much smoother, and the ability to back-pressure to dissolve any air-bubbles in the 
sample has increased the dependability of the testing procedure. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of original constant head tanks 
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3.5 Instrumentation 
 The instrumentation for the test consists of: 
• A magnetic-flux flow meter 
• Four Validyne DP15-26 differential pressure transducers 
• A Validyne multi-channel carrier demodulator 
• A Campbell Scientific CR 1000 Data Logger 
• A desktop computer with Campbell Scientific LoggerNet 3.4.1 
• A video camera 
• A digital counter 
 The magnetic-flux flow meter is installed between the high-head reservoir and 
the high-head pressure cell and measures the flow-rate during the test. This flow meter 
is interpreted in the data in units of gallons per hour (gph). The flow meter reaches an 
upper limit at a value of 8.69 gph because it is a low flow meter; however, due to the 
flow rarely reaching this flow rate during a test and mostly after the sample has failed, 
this flow meter is used. 
 The four Validyne differential pressure transducers are used to measure the 
differential pressure during testing, and are shown in Fig. 10. These are connected to 
the pressure cells, the soil sample, and the demodulator. Three of the transducers 
measure the differential head values at PPA, PPB, and PPC; while the fourth measures 
the total differential head between the high-head and low-head pressure cells. The 
extreme sensitivity of these transducers requires special care during the preparation of 
the testing procedure. A spike in differential pressure could cause the internal Validyne 
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3-28 diaphragms to become distorted and no longer give reliable data. The transducers 
should not be exposed to a differential head of over 16-in. for any extended period of 
time. 
 
 
Fig. 10. Validyne differential pressure transducers 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. Validyne multi-channel carrier demodulator 
 The Validyne multi-channel carrier demodulator receives electronic readings 
from the differential pressure transducers and which are converted to a 0 to 20 milliamp 
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signal that can be read by the data logger. The demodulator has four different channels, 
one corresponding to each pressure transducer; each has the zero and span 
potentiometers which can be adjusted according to calibration needs. Calibrations are 
made using the span adjustment, and are done every few months or whenever needed. 
The zero is adjusted for every test to ensure accurate data readings. If a zero cannot be 
established for a particular transducer, a note is made for where the zero was made, 
and the data is adjusted when analyzed. The demodulator shown in Fig. 11 displays the 
data collected on the set channel in units of inches at 1-sec. increments. 
 The Campbell Scientific CR 1000 data logger is shown in Fig. 12. A program was 
written to sample the pressure transducers and flow meter every 0.1 sec., average the 
readings over the course of one second, and store the values in a data file. The data 
logger is connected to the desktop computer and allows the data to be viewed and 
plotted using LoggerNet 3.4.1 in real time. An electronic counter connected to the data 
logger is put in view of the video so that the data and the video can be linked in the 
post-test analysis.  
 
 
Fig. 12. CR 1000 data logger 
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3.6 Inclination Device 
 An inclination device was made to incline the testing apparatus to desired angles 
and test the soils. Fig. 13 shows the testing apparatus on the inclination device during a 
test. The inclination device consists of two wood planks as the base, and a Plexiglas 
adjustable plate where the apparatus is clamped to. Four pieces of steel angle are 
attached to the base and the plate. Two pieces of all-thread are bolted to the base, and 
adjusted by wing-nuts to the top pieces of steel at the desired angle. The angle is 
measured using a digital level application on a smart phone as shown in Fig. 14. 
 
 
Fig. 13. Testing apparatus inclined by the inclination device 
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Fig. 14. Test inclination measured by smart phone 
 For some of the soils with a steeper failure angle, a counter-weight was tied to 
the left of the apparatus to ensure the stability of the system. Testing angles were 
measured from the horizontal. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TESTING PROCEDURE 
4.1 Introduction 
 Detailed step by step instructions to setup, run, and tear down the tests are 
included in Appendix A. This chapter presents a summary of the testing procedure. 
4.2 De-Airing Water 
 The water in the high-head reservoir must be de-aired for at least an hour before 
the water is ready to be used for testing. The vacuum hose is connected to the reservoir 
to pull a vacuum on the tank using three aspirators in the laboratory sink. Sample 
preparation can take place during the de-airing process. 
4.3 Sample Preparation 
 The soil sample is prepared using a dry-raining and vibration technique. The sand 
is poured through a funnel into the holder in approximately 10 lifts (½-in. per lift), while 
the sample holder is tapped on the side to densify the sand via vibration. For all the 
tests run, a relative density value between 55% and 99% was obtained using this 
method with much less variance within the same soil type. Angular and graded soils 
generally obtained a relative density between 80% and 99%, while the beads ranged 
between 55% and 80% relative density. This results in consistent densities when 
duplicating the experiments. The sample holder is filled over the capacity of the 5-in. tall 
sample holder and struck off to give a level surface with the top of the holder. The 
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sample and holder is then weighed and the mass of the sample is recorded due to the 
known mass of the sample holder. With the recorded weight of the soil, the buoyant 
unit weight can then be calculated and compared to the theoretical critical gradient 
using Equation 2-5. 
 After the soil sample is weighed, the sample holder is put inside the pressure cell 
apparatus, PPC is connected by the quick-connect, and the sample holder is tightened 
down on the dividing plate and gasket and sealed between the pressure cells. PPA and 
PPB are then connected to the top plate by quick-connects before the top plate is sealed 
to the top of the apparatus.  
 For inclined tests, the inclination device must be set the desired angle before the 
apparatus is placed on top of the inclined plate. Once the sample and pressure cells are 
assembled, the apparatus is then carefully transported onto the inclination device. 
4.4 Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Saturation 
 All valves including the bypass valve are closed to completely seal off the 
pressure cells before CO2 saturation. The vacuum line is connected to the bottom 
pressure cell port via quick-connect to pull a vacuum through the soil sample from the 
top down. Once a strong vacuum is established, the CO2 line is connected to the top 
port via quick-connect and CO2 is applied to the soil for at least 15 minutes. The vacuum 
pulls the CO2 through the soil sample replacing the air inside; this is done because CO2 is 
more soluble in water than the other gasses in the atmospheric air. This speeds up the 
saturation process when water is added to the soil sample. 
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 After the CO2 has been administered to the soil sample, the CO2 line is removed, 
and a strong vacuum is again established. Water is then pulled into the apparatus 
saturating from the top down, and the vacuum is maintained until the water reaches the 
vacuum port. The de-aired water needs to be at maximum flow into the apparatus once 
the water reaches the soil sample; this is done to prevent premature heave of the top of 
the soil sample due to buoyant forces of the CO2 when submerged. Once the water level 
in the bottom reaches the vacuum port the vacuum is removed and the apparatus 
continues to fill. After the apparatus is nearly full of water all of the pore pressure lines 
are bled to remove air bubbles. The apparatus is then completely filled, and the bypass 
valve is opened. 
4.5 Application of Back Pressure 
 Once the apparatus is completely full of water, the pressure transducers are 
zeroed and the system is ready to be pressurized. The reservoirs are both slowly 
pressurized to 15 psi back-pressure. The back pressure dissolves any remaining air 
bubbles in the soil into solution and more fully saturates the soil sample. Once both 
reservoirs have reached 15 psi, the test is ready to begin. 
4.6 Data Collection 
 The laboratory instrumentation set up can be seen in Fig. 15. After the reservoirs 
are pressurized, the data logger is turned on and LoggerNet 3.4.1 is opened on the 
desktop computer. The data collection is started from the computer and the video 
camera is set up and started to film the top of the soil sample and counter. The pulse 
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counter is reset to zero and the pressure transducers are zeroed again. Once zeroes are 
established, the system is completely opened and the bypass valve is closed; the total 
differential head should read close to zero, and the change of total head is applied to 
the soil sample. 
 
Fig. 15. Test setup (minus the desktop computer) 
4.7 Testing 
 Each test is started with the bottom of the Mariotte tube and the top of the 
outlet tube at the same elevation; resulting in zero differential head across the system 
(refer to Fig. 7 for a schematic of the high-head and low-head reservoirs). After the 
bypass valve is closed the system is left alone for approximately 30 sec. for the 
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transducers to level out; the head in the high-head reservoir is then raised 1 in. (13 turns 
on the hand crank). The actual head reading is different (less) than the 1 in. due to head 
loss at the entrance of the flow-meter and throughout the plumbing system. After the 
raising of 1 in., which takes approximately 10-12 sec. at the beginning of the test, the 
sample and data are observed for any changes or irregularities. If the pressure 
transducers are relatively constant for 90 sec., the head in the high-head reservoir is 
raised another inch. The head is only kept constant for 90 seconds due to the 
observation by Adel et al. (1988) that the number of particle transport decreased as a 
function of time due to the particles being dislodged shortly after the seepage velocity is 
obtained. This means if particle transport is going to happen it will happen shortly after 
the head is increased, then equilibrium will be reached or the sample will fail.  
 During the test the head is raised at 1-in. increments unless movement is 
expected or observed. If movement is expected, the head will be raised either ½ in. or ¼ 
in. If movement is observed during an increment increase, the raising will be suspended 
and the sample will be observed. After running several tests with a particular soil, the 
test operator was aware when expected movement was expected to occur; this allowed 
the increments to be changed according to what was expected. An image of the head 
plotted versus time is shown in Fig. 16. 
 The tests were run at angles pertaining to the soil’s loose Angle of Repose (AOR) 
which will be discussed in detail in Section 5.3. 
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Fig. 16. Image of head plotted versus time for a test run on Garnet Sand at 50% AOR 
 As shown in Fig. 16, four different failure criteria are observed through the 
course of a test: 
• First visible movement 
• Sand boil formation 
• Heave movement 
• Total heave or failure 
The first, second and fourth stages were identified and used by Fleshman and 
Rice (Fleshman 2012, Fleshman and Rice 2013, 2014) while the third stage was 
identified during the current research. 
First visible movement or initial heave occurs before everything else, and is 
observed by video camera due to the difficulty in seeing small loosening of the top layer 
in real time. Sand boil formation is observed during the test and noted. In most cases, 
when a sand boil formed, the boil continued throughout the remainder of the test. 
Heave movement is when the soil either sloughs off of the soil sample (for steeper 
inclined tests), or any portion of the soil sample is heaved off of the cross-sectional area 
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of the soil itself. Total heave or failure is when the total differential head reaches the 
maximum head value before failure of the sample, as can be seen in Fig. 16. This is 
observed when the data is analyzed after the test is completed. 
4.8 Sample Failure 
 After the soil sample has failed, the data collection continues for approximately 
90 seconds and the water valves are closed. The data logger continues to collect data 
until the transducers reach zeroes. The camera is turned off and the video is backed up 
on a computer for later analysis. The data is collected and saved as a data file, and later 
saved and analyzed in an Excel spreadsheet. 
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CHAPTER 5 
TEST RESULTS 
5.1 Introduction 
 Tests were performed on a variety of sandy soils, and round beads. In total, 102 
tests were run with the 4-in. sample holder at various exit face angles including 
horizontal, and 46 tests were run with the 2-in. sample holder to confirm and compare 
results will the larger samples. The soils tested varied in specific gravity, angularity, 
gradation, and shear strength to give a range of results for comparison.  
 Four different stages were observed during testing and analysis; these stages are 
identified as: 1) first visible or initial movement with the gradient notation im, 2) boil 
formation with the gradient notation ib, 3) heave movement with the gradient notation 
ih, and 4) total heave or failure with the gradient notation if. Initial movement, boil 
formation, and failure are defined by Fleshman and Rice (Fleshman 2012, Fleshman and 
Rice 2013, 2014), and will be summarized herein with regard to the tests run in this 
research. 
 First visible movement or initial movement is defined by Fleshman (2012) as “a 
slight movement of the exit face and could be described as slight movements of the 
uppermost sand grains as they reach a state of incipient motion.” For the tests run in 
the 4-in. sample holder, initial movement was very difficult to observe while running the 
test due to the larger surface area of the larger sample. Due to the difficulty, this stage 
was observed strictly with the video analysis after the tests were completed. Fig. 17 
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shows two images side by side of a sample before and after initial movement. Initial 
movement almost always occurred in the center of the soil sample, as opposed to the 
outside or near the cylindrical wall of the sample holder. As described in the work by 
Fleshman and Rice (Fleshman 2012, Fleshman and Rice 2013, 2014), initial movement 
was the effect of seepage forces loosening the uppermost soil of the sample until 
equilibrium is reached. This equilibrium is achieved due to the viscous shear forces 
against the soil particles reducing in the loosened part of the soil as the interstitial voids 
become larger and the permeability of the soil increases. As the differential head is 
increased during the test, the soil has an arching effect from the sides of the sample 
holder. The soil in the 2-in. sample exhibits much more of an arching effect than the 4-
in. sample. This is due to the 2-in. sample holder having more side effects than the 4-in. 
sample holder.  
 
 
Fig. 17. The left is soil sample before first movement, on the right is after (video 452) 
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 When the test was run at steeper angles, initial movement occurred at lower 
gradients. This is due to the shear forces at the top of the sample decreasing the factor 
of safety of the slope. Most tests run at the failure angle experienced initial movement 
either before the test was run, or during the first incremental lift of the test. 
 Boil formation occurs on the exit face of the soil sample when a preferential 
seepage pathway forms through the upper portion of the soil sample (Fleshman 2012, 
Fleshman and Rice 2013, 2014). Fig. 18 shows a soil sample experiencing severe boil 
formation on the left side of the soil sample. In many cases, the boil will form a pipe 
through the soil sample and act as a relief well, slightly decreasing the differential pore 
pressures within the soil sample. 
 
 
Fig. 18. Sand boil in garnet sand soil sample (video 453) 
 
 When the test was run with a horizontal exit face (0° from horizontal) boils 
would form at various locations on the exit face of the soil sample. For inclined tests 
boils would most always form on the upper edge of the soil sample as shown in Fig. 18. 
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This is likely due to the concentration of flow to the left side because of the tilting of the 
sample holder and possible void ratio distribution resulting in slightly larger local exit 
gradients. During some of the testing pipes could be seen exhibiting a vigorous boiling 
effect in the sand on the left side of the sample holder extending down over 1-in. from 
the exit face. Eventually these pipes would extend toward the bottom of the sample and 
carry the particles from the bottom to the top and the sample would fail. 
 Heave movement occurs when any significant portion of the soil loses shear 
strength and is displaced off of the cross-sectional area of the sample exit face. In other 
words, the soil has heaved or sloughed off of the cross-sectional area. Fig. 18 shows 
large sand boils formed on the edge of the sample; heave movement has also occurred 
because soil is no longer on the cross-sectional area of the sample. For the more 
horizontal exit face tests (typically less than 50% of the angle of repose), heave 
movement occurred due to boils opening and heaving soil off of the cross-sectional area 
of the sample. For the steeper inclined tests (75% of the angle of repose or greater), 
heave movement would occur when sloughing of the soil exit face occurred. Fig. 19 
shows heave movement in the form of sloughing of the soil exit face. 
 Failure is defined as the largest gradient before the sample fails. Because the 
exact gradient can only be estimated during the test, the data is analyzed after the test 
is complete and the maximum gradient is recorded. Once gradient corrections are 
made, as discussed in Section 5.8, the boil formation and failure stages fit linear 
functions with respect to variable test angles as discussed in Section 5.3. For most of the 
tests that were run, failure occurred at the same location as the boils and sequential 
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pipes. Fig. 20 shows the progression of a failure by removal of particles from near the 
bottom of the soil sample due to piping. 
 
 
Fig. 19. Progression of heave movement sloughing off of the exit face 
 
Fig. 20. The progression of a heave blowout due to piping shortly after failure 
5.2 Soils Tested 
 Tests were performed on seven different soil and bead types to access the effect 
that inclined testing has on critical gradients at the stages defined in Section 5.1. Well-
rounded sands included Ottawa silica sands, zirconium oxide beads, and glass beads. 
Angular sands included silica sand, and garnet sand. The Ottawa sands tested consisted 
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of a graded sand, and a relatively uniform 20-30 sand. The sphericity and roundness of 
the soils are determined using the Kumbrein and Sloss chart in Fig. 21.  
 
 
Fig. 21. Sphericity and roundness chart for soils (Kumbrein and Sloss 1963) 
Fig. 22 and 23 show close up images of the graded Ottawa sand, and 20-30 
Ottawa sand, respectively. The graded Ottawa sand yielded very consistent results in 
testing, however, the 20-30 Ottawa sand could not be tested in the 4-in. sample holder 
at all inclinations due to the high permeability of the soil and resulting high flow capacity 
of the large soil sample. Two successful tests were run with the 20-30 Ottawa sand at 
the failure angle, and 97% AOR. 
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Fig. 22. Graded ottawa sand                         Fig. 23. 20-30 ottawa sand 
 Two gradations of zirconium oxide beads were tested, a graded sample with the 
same gradation as the graded ottawa sand, and a relatively uniform 0.2-0.3 mm bead 
size sample. Fig. 24 and 25 show up close images of the graded, and uniform zirconium 
oxide beads, respectively. Fig. 26 shows the 0.4-0.6 mm glass beads which were tested. 
 
 
Fig. 24. Graded zirconium beads            Fig. 25. 0.2-0.3 mm zirconium beads 
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Fig. 26. 0.4-0.6 mm glass beads 
 The angular sands tested consisted of a graded silica sand, and Emerald Creek 
garnet sand. The silica sand has the same gradation as the graded Ottawa, and graded 
zirconium beads that were tested. Fig. 27 and 28 show close-up images of the angular 
silica sand, and Emerald Creek garnet sand, respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 27. Graded angular silica sand             Fig. 28. Emerald Creek garnet sand 
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 These angular sands exhibited higher critical gradients than the rounded sands 
when comparing to Terzaghi’s prediction in Equation 2-5. This is likely due to the 
stronger bridging or arching effect that angular soils can have at the exit face of a soil 
sample. Table 5 shows a compilation of the soils tested with some of their soil 
properties and characteristics. For both the angular and well-rounded sandy soils, a 
wide range of specific gravities were chosen to give a larger spectrum of results for 
comparison in testing analysis.  
 
Table 5. Properties and characteristics of the soils tested 
 
 
 
 
 Several additional tests were conducted to determine properties of the soils 
tested in the seepage apparatus. These tests included: 
• Angle of repose (AOR) testing and Failure angle testing 
• Specific gravity testing  
• Relative density testing  
• Sieve analysis and gradation testing  
• Direct shear testing  
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 Fig. 29 and 30 plot the range of specific gravity, and relative density and void 
ratio for the soils, respectively. Data and plots from sieve analysis and direct shear 
testing can be found in Appendix C. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 cover the results of the seepage 
soil testing. 
 
Fig. 29. Specific gravity plot of the soils tested 
 
Fig. 30. Plots from results of relative density testing 
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 Additional data for specific gravity and relative density testing can be found in 
Appendix C. 
5.3 Method of Inclination Testing 
 A method of inclining the soils was needed to compare the test results from 
different soils to each other; however, merely inclining a soil sample at fixed arbitrary 
angles do not give comparable data. For example, testing the garnet sand and the glass 
beads at 30° would be impossible because the glass beads would fail before reaching 
this inclination; however, the garnet sand does not fail until approximately 42°. A 
method was developed to compare soils at a range of given percentages of their failure 
angle. These tests were run at a certain percentage of the loose angle of repose (AOR) 
for a particular soil. This method was chosen due to the ease of repeatability and 
consistency of the results obtained. Fig. 31 shows a plot of the average measured AOR 
for each soil tested. 
 
 
Fig. 31. Average loose angle of repose for each soil tested in seepage apparatus 
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 The AOR testing was run on each soil by pouring the soil onto a glass (relatively 
frictionless) plate from a very low elevation generating the least amount of kinetic 
energy as possible. This ensured the soil was in its loosest possible state. The pouring of 
the soil on the peak continued until just before the slope failed, obtaining the steepest 
possible slope of the loose soil. The AOR was measured using a protractor as seen in Fig. 
32. The test was run on each soil four times, and the average AOR was recorded. 
 
 
Fig. 32. AOR measured with protractor 
 Seepage tests were run for each soil at 0°, 25% AOR, 50% AOR, 75% AOR, 97% 
AOR, and at the failure angle of the soil. The failure angle of each soil represents a dense 
angle of repose. This is found by filling the 4-in. sample holder with soil as specified in 
Section 4.3 by the dry raining vibration technique. Once the sample holder is struck off 
and ready for testing, the sample holder is tilted very slowly with the angle measured by 
a digital level on a smart phone. The angle at which the exit face of the sample fails by 
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sloughing is the angle recorded as the failure angle. For every soil, the failure angle is 
larger than the AOR. Table 6 shows the various angles determined for each soil tested. 
 
Table 6. AOR, failure angle, and internal friction angle of tested soils 
 
 Once the AOR was determined for each soil, the percentage of AOR is can be 
calculated for each test. Table 7 shows the test angles for each test at the specific 
percentage of AOR. 
 
Table 7. Test angles for soils tested 
 
 As before stated, this testing method allows comparison between different soil 
types to observe similarities in failure behavior. Fig. 33-36 plot the 4-in. and 2-in. 
samples tested with respect to AOR percentage. Initial movement in Fig. 33, and heave 
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movement in Fig. 35 fit well to a second order polynomial equation for all soil samples. 
Boil formation in Fig. 34, and failure in Fig. 36 can be fit to a linear equation after a 
gradient correction is made as will be discussed in Section 5.8.  
 
 
Fig. 33. Plot of all seepage tests at stage 1 
 
Fig. 34. Plot of all seepage tests at stage 2 
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Fig. 35. Plot of all seepage tests at stage 3 
 
Fig. 36. Plot of all seepage tests at stage 4 
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The linear fit of the data varies more for boil formation than failure, this is likely 
due to the actual gradient during boil formation being unknown. The gradient is the 
average gradient measured across the entire sample to the exit face where the boil 
formed, while in reality, the pipehead may have advanced deeper into the soil sample. It 
is important to note that these average gradients do not account for any concentration 
of flow into a preferred seepage pathway associated with a boil; it is just the average 
gradient through the sample to the exit point. Test results are discussed in detail in 
Sections 5.4 and 5.5. 
 
5.4 Results of Inclination Testing 
 
 
 Table 8 shows the number of 4-in. tests which were run for each soil type. 
Section 5.6 compares the 4-in. and 2-in. test results. The main focus in this research was 
on testing with the 4-in. samples at the various angles; however, the 2-in. test results 
give insight on the edge effects for this testing apparatus. 
 
Table 8. Number of all successful tests run in apparatus 
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 As was stated before, only 3 of the 20-30 Ottawa sand samples were tested in 
the 4-in. sample holder due to the high permeability of the soil, the apparatus could not 
reach a high enough differential head to fail the sample, or reach any of the stages 
discussed in Section 5.1. Several more tests were run on the graded and angular soils 
because of the possibility of slightly varying results due to different soil matrix 
arrangements. The idea being if enough tests were run on these soils, the average 
would give a good representation of the soil behavior. Fewer tests were run on the 
round uniform soils due to the similar soil matrix in every test. 
 This section will discuss the results of the 4-in. graded Ottawa testing, and the 
relationship between the critical gradients and the testing angle. Each stage will be 
presented with respect to the various angles tested. Section 5.5 will discuss the 
comparison between different soils, and the results and plots of the other soils can be 
found in Appendix B. 
 Fig. 37 shows the gradients at initial movement, im, for all successful tests run 
with the graded Ottawa silica sand. As shown in the plot, im decreases with increase of 
angle inclination. A second order polynomial with an R2 value of 0.92 is fit to the set of 
data. Also plotted on the graph are the vertical lines representing the AOR and failure 
angle for this soil. It is important to note that when testing the failure angle for the 
graded Ottawa a broad range of angles was observed. It was estimated that the failure 
angle was 39°; however, when the test was run at 39° failure did not occur until the first 
and second head increments of the tests run at this angle. It was later determined that 
the failure angle was actually closer to 40°. 
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Fig. 37. im with respect to test angle at stage 1 
 As the test angle approaches the failure angle for all of the soils, the data 
trendline approaches an im value of zero. This makes sense because once a soil is 
inclined to the failure angle it will fail without a seepage force through the exit face. 
Another trend that was observed was the increase of im at 25% AOR. This is believed to 
be due to possible observational error in video observation, or the chance of sample 
disturbance of the top layer of soil while setting up the testing apparatus. If the top 
layer of the soil was loosened the permeability of that portion would increase, requiring 
a higher differential head or gradient to cause initial movement.  
 Fig. 38 shows the gradients at boil formation, ib, for the tests run with the graded 
Ottawa sand. The data shows a second order polynomial fit with an R2 value of 0.87. 
This is not accurate due to the assumption that this gradient is based off of a 5-in. long 
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soil sample. Fig. 39 shows a test run on graded Ottawa sand at 39°, the previously 
assumed failure angle, and it is shown that the upper edge of the sample is no longer 5 
in. long.  
 
 
Fig. 38. ib with respect to test angle at stage 2 
 
Fig. 39. Image of decreased soil sample length (video 472) 
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Due to this decrease in sample length, a correction is made for the gradient. The 
actual length of the left side of the sample is estimated, and the new gradient is 
calculated using this length. In this case, the estimated length is 3.8-in. on the left side, 
and the corrected gradient changes from 0.89 to 1.17. All of the video from the inclined 
tests were observed, and the only tests that required a gradient correction were 75% 
AOR, 97% AOR, and tests at the failure angle. These corrections were made for the boil 
formation and failure stages. Fig. 40 shows the gradients at boil formation after 
corrections were made to ib. 
 
 
Fig. 40. ib versus test angle after correction is made to stage 2 
 The correction causes the trendline to become more linear, which is applied to 
all of the soils tested at boil formation and failure. This gives an R2 value of 0.69, which is 
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lower than the second order polynomial, but more likely represents the actual gradients 
at those steeper angles. 
 Fig. 41 shows the gradients at heave movement, ih, for the tests run with the 
graded Ottawa sand. This stage has very similar behavior as initial movement only with 
a higher critical gradient. As shown in Fig. 41, the trendline approaches a zero gradient 
as the angle approaches the failure angle. For the steeper angles, initial movement and 
heave movement would often occur at the same critical gradients. In these situations 
initial movement caused sloughing of the exit face, which is defined as heave movement 
for the steeper test angles. 
 
 
Fig. 41. ih with respect to test angle at stage 3 
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 Heave movement exhibits similar behavior as to initial movement with an 
increase of critical gradient at 25% AOR, and is likely due to the same observational 
error or sample disturbance previously explained. The polynomial trendline gives an R2 
value of 0.96, similar to the initial movement trendline fit. Of all the tests run, initial 
movement and heave movement produced the best fit trendlines. 
 Fig. 42 shows the gradients at failure, if for the tests run with the graded Ottawa 
sand. Fig. 43 shows the corrected if values at failure. The corrected trendline gives an R2 
value of 0.46, which is nearly half of the uncorrected value, but also likely better 
represents the actual gradient. This stage also exhibits similar behavior as to boil 
formation only at a higher gradient. It is also observed that the trendlines for boil 
formation and failure act parallel to each other after corrections in some cases. 
 
 
Fig. 42. if with respect to test angle at stage 4 
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Fig. 43. if versus test angle after correction is made to stage 4 
 When the average gradient is plotted (instead of all of the data) versus the test 
angle, much higher R2 values are obtained for the boil formation and failure stages. Fig. 
44 shows all four stages plotted versus test angle, where stage 2, boil formation, and 
stage 4, failure, gradients are corrected. 
 
 
Fig. 44. Average gradients for all four stages versus test angle 
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 Table 9 summarizes the observations of the different testing inclinations for the 
soils and beads tested. 
 
Table 9. Observations of different testing inclinations 
Inclination 
(percent of AOR) 
Observations 
0 
• Progresses through stages of: 1) first movement, 2) boil 
formation, 3) heave movement, and 4) failure 
• Failure exhibits heave behavior 
25 
• Same progression as 0 percent AOR 
• Boils form on upper edge of sample 
• Heave movement occurs due to boil enlargement 
• Failure exhibits heave behavior 
50 
• Same progression as 0 percent AOR 
• Boils form on upper edge of sample 
• Heave movement occurs due to boil enlargement 
• Failure exhibits heave behavior 
75 
• First movement occurs as slope failure 
• Heave movement occurs as a slope failure before boil 
formation 
• Failure exhibits blowout behavior 
97 
• First movement occurs as slope failure 
• Heave movement occurs one to two increments of 
differential head increase after first movement 
• Failure exhibits blowout behavior 
Failure Angle 
• First movement and heave movement occur before any 
gradient is applied 
• Boil formation occurs later in the test 
• Failure exhibits blowout behavior 
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5.5 Comparison of Soils 
 This section compares the different soils with each other showing the critical 
gradients corresponding to each stage of failure and the percentage of AOR which each 
soil is tested. Table 9 shows average soil properties for each percentage of AOR tested, 
with the corresponding gradients. The tests run at the different angles vastly change the 
critical gradients in each corresponding stage; however, Terzaghi’s predicted critical 
gradient (using Equation 2-5), ic, stays constant because it only depends on the 
saturated unit weight of the soil, and not the inclination of the exit face. Also, it is 
important to recall that Terzaghi’s prediction models the heave mechanism as described 
in Section 2.2, not necessarily boil formation or piping. Terzaghi’s prediction is much 
closer to the initial movement stage than the other stages of failure when the test 
inclination is zero. All of the critical gradients eventually drop as the inclination becomes 
steeper; however, stage 4 or failure, occurs at a higher gradient than what Terzaghi 
predicts. Section 5.6 compares the 2-in. and 4-in. sample holders, and both are 
compared to Terzaghi’s prediction. It is likely that with the absence of side effects as 
seen in these testing methods, stage 4 would be closer to Terzaghi’s predicted critical 
gradient with a horizontal exit face, but fall below the prediction as the exit face angle 
increases.  
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Table 10. Comparison of soil properties and critical gradients at AOR percentages 
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 Fig. 45 through 52 plot the gradients compared to Terzaghi’s prediction, ic, and 
the difference between the actual and predicted gradients at each stage of observation.  
 
 
Fig. 45. Gradients at different AOR percentages for stage 1 
 
Fig. 46. Difference between actual gradient and Terzaghi’s prediction for stage 1 
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Fig. 47. Gradients at different AOR percentages for stage 2 
 
Fig. 48. Difference between actual gradient and Terzaghi’s prediction for stage 2 
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Fig. 49. Gradients at different AOR percentages for stage 3 
 
Fig. 50. Difference between actual gradient and Terzaghi’s prediction for stage 3 
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Fig. 51. Gradients at different AOR percentages for stage 4 
 
Fig. 52. Difference between actual gradient and Terzaghi’s prediction for stage 4 
 
Notice in Fig. 45 and 49 the strong downward trend as the testing angle 
increases, but in Fig. 47 and 51 there is only a slight decline. Fig. 44 also shows these 
trends for the graded Ottawa sand. Notice also in Fig. 48 how the angular sands show a 
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greater positive difference than the rounded soils. This is due to angular soils exhibiting 
larger interlocking and bridging effects discussed in Fleshman (2012). 
 
5.6 Comparison Between Different Sample Holders 
 Tests were run in both 2-in. and 4-in. sample holders for comparison between 
each other and Terzaghi’s prediction. This section discusses the comparison between 
the sample holders at the various exit face inclinations.  
The 2-in. testing only consisted of one, sometimes two tests at each angle 
tested. This is compared to the 4-in. testing of which includes data from between two to 
four tests run at each angle. This could cause data reliability to be skewed, but gives an 
idea and general trend to compare to. Fig. 53 through 76 show the sample comparisons 
with the different soils tested at the same angles.  
The general trend seen in Fig. 53, 57, 61, 65, 69, and 73, which relate to stage 1 
at the different angles tested, was a relatively consistent and uniform deviation from 
the predicted critical gradient for both the 2-in. and 4-in. samples. This is more the case 
with the graded and angular soils with a couple exceptions regarding the graded 
Zirconium beads. This observation shows that the edge effects have little to do with the 
initial movement and loosening of the top layer of soil. 
The stage 2 trends seen in Fig. 54, 58, 62, 66, 70, and 74 was considerably 
scattered; however, the steeper the exit face inclination, the closer the 4-in. gradients 
came to the 2-in. gradients. This could mean that the more likely the sample is to 
develop a preferential seepage path, as is the case with the steeper inclined tests 
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toward the upper edge of the soil sample, the less likely the size of the sample effects 
the random nature of the boil formation and progressing pipe. 
The stage 3 trends seen in Fig. 55, 59, 63, 67, 71, and 75 are the gradients staying 
above or near the predicted critical gradient until 97% AOR, where it drastically drops 
below the prediction. Edge effects largely influence the difference between the 2-in. 
and the 4-in. sample sizes, with the 2-in. gradients almost always higher than the 4-in. 
gradients for all of the soil types. 
The stage 4 trends seen in Fig. 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, and 76 resemble that of the 
stage 2 trends, where the largest deviations from the two sample sizes are seen in the 
more horizontal tests. For this stage, the closest the predicted critical gradient comes to 
the actual gradients is at the failure angle for both sample sizes. In most cases, the 
actual gradients at failure occur at much higher gradients than predicted. 
The main differences in gradients between the 2-in. and 4-in. sample holders are 
due to the edge effects which are much more relevant for the smaller sample, thus 
allowing an arching effect of the soils to withstand greater seepage forces. After 
comparison between the sample holders and Terzaghi’s prediction, it is likely that the 
larger the sample holder, the closer these gradients come to the predicted values when 
the exit face is horizontal. In general, the graded soils exhibit similar behavior to each 
other, as did the uniform soils. The deviation in the round uniform soil sample sizes is 
less than that of the graded and angular soils. These similarities are likely due to the 
edge effects having little influence on the conditions at the exit face for these soils. 
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Fig. 53. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 1 and 0° 
 
Fig. 54. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 2 and 0° 
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Fig. 55. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 3 and 0° 
 
 
Fig. 56. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 4 and 0° 
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Fig. 57. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 1 and 25% AOR 
 
 
Fig. 58. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 2 and 25% AOR 
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Fig. 59. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 3 and 25% AOR 
 
 
Fig. 60. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 4 and 25% AOR 
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Fig. 61. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 1 and 50% AOR 
 
 
Fig. 62. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 2 and 50% AOR 
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Fig. 63. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 3 and 50% AOR 
 
 
Fig. 64. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 4 and 50% AOR 
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Fig. 65. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 1 and 75% AOR 
 
 
Fig. 66. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 2 and 75% AOR 
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Fig. 67. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 3 and 75% AOR 
 
 
Fig. 68. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 4 and 75% AOR 
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Fig. 69. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 1 and 97% AOR 
 
 
Fig. 70. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 2 and 97% AOR 
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Fig. 71. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 3 and 97% AOR 
 
 
Fig. 72. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 4 and 97% AOR 
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Fig. 73. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 1 at the failure angle 
 
 
Fig. 74. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 2 at the failure angle 
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Fig. 75. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 3 at the failure angle 
 
 
Fig. 76. Sampler comparison with Terzaghi’s prediction at stage 4 at the failure angle 
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 Fig. 77 through 100 plot the total unit weight versus the critical gradient for all 
four stages tested in both the 4-in. and 2-in. sample holders, and compared with 
Terzaghi’s prediction. Fig. 101 through 104 plot the trendlines with respect to the 
individual stages for comparison.  
 Fig. 77 through 82 show the initial movement stage for all of the soils at different 
percentages of the AOR. This stage produced the best fit trendlines of all the stages. The 
4-in. garnet sand samples exhibited the widest spread of results at lower angles; this is 
likely due to minor differences in exit face conditions related to the soil angularity, and 
the lower relative density for the 4-in. 0° tests than the other angles.  
 The trendline for 0° and 25% AOR almost match Terzaghi’s prediction, but the 
graded zirconium beads experienced initial movement different than predicted. This 
could be due to the finer portion of the gradation moving at the exit face and plugging 
seepage exit points. This would cause a visible loosening of the uppermost layer of the 
sample earlier than expected. If this is the case, the suffusion mechanism could play a 
role in the testing of this soil. It is also important to again note that the graded Ottawa 
failure angle was initially under-estimated during the failure angle testing with the 4-in. 
sample as indicated in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. This is visibly evident in Fig. 82. Theoretically 
the trendline should be parallel to the x-axis. Since the 4-in. graded Ottawa was not run 
at the failure angle, a seepage force is required to cause initial movement.  
 Fig. 101 plots all of the initial movement trendlines with Terzaghi’s prediction on 
the same graph for comparison. This shows the trendlines leveling out to horizontal with 
respect to steeper testing angles. 
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Fig. 77. Total unit weight versus im for stage 1 at 0° 
 
Fig. 78. Total unit weight versus im for stage 1 at 25% AOR 
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Fig. 79. Total unit weight versus im for stage 1 at 50% AOR 
 
Fig. 80. Total unit weight versus im for stage 1 at 75% AOR 
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Fig. 81. Total unit weight versus im for stage 1 at 97% AOR 
 
Fig. 82. Total unit weight versus im for stage 1 at the failure angle 
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Fig. 83. Total unit weight versus ib for stage 2 at 0° 
 
Fig. 84. Total unit weight versus ib for stage 2 at 25% AOR 
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Fig. 85. Total unit weight versus ib for stage 2 at 50% AOR 
 
Fig. 86. Total unit weight versus ib for stage 2 at 75% AOR 
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Fig. 87. Total unit weight versus ib for stage 2 at 97% AOR 
 
Fig. 88. Total unit weight versus ib for stage 2 at the Failure Angle 
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Fig. 89. Total unit weight versus ih for stage 3 at 0° 
 
Fig. 90. Total unit weight versus ih for stage 3 at 25% AOR 
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Fig. 91. Total unit weight versus ih for stage 3 at 50% AOR 
 
Fig. 92. Total unit weight versus ih for stage 3 at 75% AOR 
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Fig. 93. Total unit weight versus ih for stage 3 at 97% AOR 
 
Fig. 94. Total unit weight versus ih for stage 3 at the failure angle 
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Fig. 95. Total unit weight versus if for stage 4 at 0° 
 
Fig. 96. Total unit weight versus if for stage 4 at 25% AOR 
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Fig. 97. Total unit weight versus if for stage 4 at 50% AOR 
 
Fig. 98. Total unit weight versus if for stage 4 at 75% AOR 
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Fig. 99. Total unit weight versus if for stage 4 at 97% AOR 
 
Fig. 100. Total unit weight versus if for stage 4 at the failure angle 
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Fig. 101. im trendlines compared to Terzaghi’s predicted critical gradient 
 
Fig. 102. ib trendlines compared to Terzaghi’s predicted critical gradient 
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Fig. 103. ih trendlines compared to Terzaghi’s predicted critical gradient 
 
Fig. 104. if trendlines compared to Terzaghi’s predicted critical gradient 
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 Fig. 83 through 88 show the boil formation stage for all of the soils at different 
percentages of the AOR. The garnet sand shows the largest spread of gradients, and the 
graded angular sand most consistently stays above Terzaghi’s prediction. Both of these 
are probably due to the angularity of the soil increasing the soil matrix resistance to 
seepage forces, and the possibility of the matrix varying between similar tests. Fig. 86 
through 88 show data plotted with the corrections. The trendlines use the corrected 
gradient data. 
 Fig. 102 plots the boil formation trendlines compared to Terzaghi’s prediction. As 
shown on the graph, the trendline does decrease as the angle of the exit face decreases, 
but the slope of the trendlines remain relatively constant compared to the plots in Fig. 
101 and 103.  
 Fig. 89 through 94 show the heave movement stage for the soils tested at 
different percentages of the AOR. These behavior trends are very similar to initial 
movement trends, but the gradients here are higher. Fig. 103 plots the heave 
movement trendlines compared to Terzaghi’s prediction. This shows the behavior 
similar to the initial movement stage. 
 Fig. 95 through 100 show the failure stage for the tested soils at the different 
percentages of AOR. This behavior is very similar to the boil formation stage, except at 
higher gradients. This stage produced the worst linear fit trendlines of all the stages. 
These plots also use the corrected gradients for the trendline plot. Fig. 104 shows the 
failure trendlines compared to Terzaghi’s prediction.  
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 Table 11 shows the R2 values for each stage corresponding to the percentage of 
AOR inclination. The most consistent stage was stage 1. Most stages gave R2 values over 
0.40 with exception to the failure angle testing which produced low consistency traits. 
This is likely due to the testing procedure. If a test is run slightly different from one test 
to another at the failure angle results were known to vary. Another reason is due to the 
low number of tests run at this angle. A maximum of two tests were run at these failure 
angles; partly because only two of the four stages were being observed for most tests, 
and also because the behavior matched what was expected before testing. 
 
Table 11. R2 values with regards to dry unit weight versus gradient plots 
 
 
5.7 Data Analysis 
 Two different plots were created for each test to analyze the behavior of the 
four stages. The first plot includes: 1) the total differential head, 2) the differential head 
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between the top pressure cell and the pore pressure ports in the sample, 3) the 
measured flow rate going through the sample, 4) all four stages relating to the test. The 
second plot includes: 1) all three ports normalized to the differential head, 2) the total 
differential head as a value of unity, 3) all four critical stages relating to the tests. 
 Linear fittings of PPA, PPB, and PPC were done for the initial portion of each test 
(prior to initial movement) for the purpose of normalizing the data to the total 
differential head as shown in Fig. 105. The linear fitting was calculated using the linear 
portions of the data. An extrapolation of this linear fit was then used for the normalized 
plots. 
 
 
Fig. 105. Linear fittings of PPA, PPB, and PPC (test 7-12-2013 (1)) 
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 The differential head measurements were then normalized by dividing by the 
expected linear differential head across the sample as shown in Equation 5-1 as derived 
by Fleshman (2012). 
CDEF2GHI	JKKHEH312	H2I = LLM,O	PQ	RSPSTU	>VWWXQX)SVTU	YXT>Z (Equation 5-1) 
where m is the slope and b is the y-intercept. The normalized differential heads should 
then be equal to one until the permeability in the soil changes due to initial movement. 
This section will look at one set of plots for each angle tested for the garnet sand to 
analyze the progression of the tests and the stages which occurred during the test. 
 Fig. 106a and 106b show a garnet sand test run at 0°. Fig. 106a is the actual test 
data with the different pore pressure measurements along with the total differential 
head and flow rate of the seepage plotted versus the elapsed time of the test. It is 
important to note that all of these graphs plot the flow rate in gallons per hour (gph), 
while the pore pressure measurements are in inches of differential head. Fig. 106b 
shows the data normalized to the differential head using the procedure described 
above. 
 Fig. 106a shows the data climbing similar to stair steps. Each one of these steps 
is due to the differential head being raised, in most cases by 1-in. increments. Each 
increment is held for approximately 90-sec. before starting the next increment. The first 
dashed-dotted line represents the initial movement in the sample. Fig. 106a does not 
show evidence in this stage; however, Fig. 106b, the normalized graph, shows a drop in 
the uppermost transducer. This is evidence of loosening of the uppermost layers of the 
soil sample. The other two transducers do not show much of a difference indicating that 
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the loosened zone has not reached these ports. The increment following initial 
movement does show a change with the other two ports, and only a minor change in 
Fig. 106a with PPA. 
 
 
Fig. 106. Plots of garnet sand test run at 0° (test 7-12-2013 (1)):  
a) test data, b) normalized pore pressure data 
 
 
 
 Boil formation is evident in three different points of the plots. The first dashed 
line shown near the 14:30 minute mark corresponds with the formation of a single boil 
a) 
b) 
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in the center of the soil sample. The normalized plot shows the data reaching a low 
point, but then rising back up after the boil had formed. The boil allowed the pressure in 
the top layers to dissipate after opening. The test progresses to the next incremental lift 
where a larger boil appears at around 17:17, and again relieves pressure in the top 
layers. This relief is also noticed in Fig. 106a. Finally, at approximately the 19:00 mark, a 
cluster of boils form in the soil sample, and evidence of pressure relief is seen for all 
pressure transducers and both graphs. Once the pressures throughout the sample are 
stabilized, the differential head is increased another increment at about the 22:00, and 
the sample heaves and reaches the critical failure head almost simultaneously. Heave 
movement occurs seconds before failure, causing pressures to further dissipate; 
however, at this point the matrix of soil has reached an effective stress of approximately 
zero, and the sample proceeds to fail where the boil formed as shown in Fig. 107. 
 
 
Fig. 107. Failure of garnet sand in test 7-12-2013 (1) where boil formation and piping 
occurred (video 417) 
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 A film of fine particles can be seen on top of the soil sample in Fig. 107, these 
fine particles were observed pouring out of the sand boils seconds before this image 
was taken. This is evidence of piping and removal of the fine portion of the soil 
gradation in the seconds before the sample failed. 
 Fig. 108 shows a garnet sand test run at 25% of the AOR. The evidence of initial 
movement is clear from the normalized plot with what appears to be pressure buildup 
at both PPA and PPB. For this test, boil formation occurred near the highest point of the 
sample (the sample now has a high point due to the tilting of the apparatus for inclined 
testing). The boil started out small then spread out along the top edge of the sample. 
Fig. 109 shows how the boils spread along the outside of the sample. 
 Eventually the boils turned into large mounds when heave movement occurred, 
and the sample continued to progress toward failure. Evidence of the boils spreading 
can be seen in Fig. 108a. After the sand boil first opens the flow starts steadily rising, 
whereas before it would remain constant during the sustaining of an increment. This is 
due to larger channels opening to allow more flow to go through the outside of the 
sample. For the analysis of the inclined tests, only the initial boil formation is plotted on 
the graphs. This is because the boils stayed open and just became larger during the 
course of the test, unlike the 0° tests where it was not uncommon for a boil to close in 
one location and open elsewhere. 
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Fig. 108. Plots of garnet sand test run at 25% AOR (test 11-14-2013):  
a) test data, b) normalized pore pressure data 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 109. Spreading of boils along top of garnet sand (video 453) 
a) 
b) 
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 Fig. 110 shows a garnet sand test run at 50% of the AOR. This test is similar to 
the test in Fig. 108, where the boil formation became larger as the test progressed. It 
can be seen that the flow steadily increased during the increments of constant 
differential head after the boil first opened. Heave movement for this test occurred 
when the boils became large and slowly heaved the soil off of the cross-sectional area of 
the sample; this is shown in Fig. 111. This relieved pressure throughout the entire 
sample which sustained the total failure until the differential head was raised another 
two increments. 
 Fig. 112 shows a garnet sand test run at 75% of the AOR. Initial movement for 
this test is difficult to see in the plots. This is likely because initial movement was due to 
a mild slope failure as opposed to a loosening of the top layers of soil. Boil formation 
was very similar to the previous two tests discussed, where the boil stayed open and 
became larger over the course of the test. However, heave movement was different 
than previous tests because it occurred before boil formation in the form of sloughing. 
 As can be seen in Fig. 112, the sensor in the bottom layer (PPC) does not indicate 
a relief of pressure in the same manner as the previous tests discussed. This may be due 
to the higher angle forcing more concentrated seepage paths toward the back of the 
sample. 
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Fig. 110. Plots of garnet sand test run at 50% AOR (test 11-22-2013 (1)):  
a) test data, b) normalized pore pressure data 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 111. Sand boils cause mound to form on soil sample after heave movement 
a) 
b) 
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Fig. 112. Plots of garnet sand test run at 75% AOR (test 11-27-2013):  
a) test data, b) normalized pore pressure data 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 113. Image of garnet sand blowout failure (video 463) 
a) 
b) 
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The source of this higher pressure buildup throughout the sample causes a 
blowout to occur at failure as shown in Fig. 113. Rather than a mound of soil building up 
and mildly heaving, this blowout occurs with simultaneous sloughing of the exit face. A 
film of fine particles is seen coming from where the boil initiated indicating a pipe 
formed through the sample. 
 Fig. 114 shows a garnet sand test run at 97% of the AOR. The initial movement is 
again difficult to see in the plots for this test, likely due to a mild slope failure as 
opposed to the loosening of the top layers of soil. Boil formation exhibited similar action 
as the previous test described. Heave movement again occurred before boil formation 
only one increment after initial movement. There are two large dips in the normalized 
test data, which correspond to the soil sample experiencing major sloughing of the exit 
face soil in both cases. Fig. 115 shows an image of the blowout at the sand boil origin. 
 Fig. 116 shows a garnet sand test run at the failure angle. This test was much 
different than the other tests. Initial movement and heave movement occurred during 
test setup, so the gradient for these stages are 0 (no seepage required to initiate). This 
was expected because the testing angle was the failure angle, and the main focus for 
these tests was determining how boil formation and failure was effected at this angle. 
The data for this test indicates major sloughing throughout the test which did occur. Boil 
formation and failure occurred on the same increment at the end of the test. Fig. 117 
shows an image of the blowout at the sand boil origin. 
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Fig. 114. Plots of garnet sand test run at 97% AOR (test 12-16-2013):  
a) test data, b) normalized pore pressure data 
 
 
 
Fig. 115. Image of blowout at sand boil origin (video 467) 
a) 
b) 
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Fig. 116. Plots of garnet sand test run at the failure angle (test 12-17-2013):  
a) test data, b) normalized pore pressure data 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 117. Image of blowout at sand boil origin (video 468) 
a) 
b) 
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5.8 Gradient Corrections 
 As shown in Fig. 39, corrections needed to be made to find what the actual 
gradients were at the observed stages. The correction is based on the shortest possible 
flow-path that could occur in the soil sample. For a 5-in. soil sample, the shortest 
possible flow-path is 5-in. In the case where soil has sloughed off of the exit face, this 
length is decreased by some amount. This decreased amount was estimated for every 
test, and the difference between this and the 5-in. was used as the corrected length.  
 It was determined that only the tests run at 75% AOR, 97% AOR, and the failure 
angle needed corrections. In the steeper tests run, the correction increased the gradient 
by as much as 35%. It is important to note that even the corrected shortest possible 
gradient might under-predict the actual gradient. This is due to a boil forming a pipe in 
the soil sample. In some cases the pipe-head will progress through the soil sample, 
effectively decreasing the distance that the water has to travel through the soil. When 
this happens, the gradient could be much higher at the pipe-head than predicted.  
 A computer modeling program, SVFlux, was used to compare with corrected 
gradients for tests run with the same sample dimensions and properties. The program 
modeled the 4-in. samples at boil formation, and computed higher gradients than the 
corrected gradients by an average of 33%, and a maximum of 61%. The data used in this 
research uses the corrected gradients, not the SVFlux gradients. These higher computed 
results to raise awareness to the idea that there may be larger gradients than shown in 
this research, and a correction is in fact needed for the samples with shorter flow paths. 
The results of the SVFlux analysis are shown in Appendix B. 
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5.9 Slope Changes 
 With the tests run at angles of 75% AOR and greater, the angle of the soil exit 
face is effectively changed due to the sloughing of the soil during, and in some cases 
before the test. A slope stability analysis was done on this apparatus using infinite slope 
methods of determining the factor of safety; however, likely due to the numerous 
assumptions made in the derivation and the fact that the apparatus does not represent 
an infinite slope, the analysis proved inaccurate in predicting a factor of safety. The 
derivation and free body diagram can be found in Appendix D.  
An observation was made of the results of tests run at 75% AOR or greater 
during Stages 2 and 4 (boil formation and failure). The slopes for a given stage and soil 
type all failed back to the same angle (from horizontal) regardless of the starting 
inclination of the sample. Fig. 118 shows a diagram of the apparatus depicting the slope 
changes with the assigned variables, where α is the testing angle, β is the sloughing 
angle, and θ is the slope angle. 
 
 
Fig. 118. Diagram of the angles used in calculating the slope changes 
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 Table 12 summarizes the average slope failure angles for the given stages and 
soil types. During the tests the slope angle was measured at Stages 2 and 4, and then 
compared to the soil AOR. When compared to the AOR, there is a consistent trend for 
the soils and the beads. Slope failures at stages 2 and 4 occurred between 61% AOR and 
71% AOR for the soils, and between 51% AOR and 65% AOR for the beads. 
 
Table 12. Table of angles showing average slope failure angles from 4-inch tests 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 The inclination of the soil exit face is believed to have a significant impact on the 
critical gradient of the soil at the different stages observed. Six different angles 
(including horizontal) were tested with several different sandy soils and beads. The 
results of this study are summarized in this section. 
 The boil formation and failure stages (stage 2 and 4, respectively) exhibited a 
linear downward trend for critical gradients with respect to test angle. This find has 
significance when compared with higher predicted critical gradients. For purposes of 
this testing apparatus, a gradient correction was made to give a more accurate 
representation of the actual gradient measured. 
 The initial movement and heave movement stages (stage 1 and 3, respectively) 
exhibited a downward second order polynomial trend for critical gradients with respect 
to test angle. These trends showed high R2 values for all soils tested. This find is 
significant due to the gradients falling far below the predicted gradients when the exit 
face was inclined. 
 Once the gradient for boil formation and failure was reached, the exit face slope 
angle was observed to be approximately 60% of the loose angle of repose for that 
particular soil. This indicates that smaller gradients may have an effect on the 
advancement of a pipe-head when a critical slope is obtained in the progression of the 
backward erosion (piping) mechanism. 
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 The gradients for initial movement at 0° were very similar to Terzaghi’s critical 
gradient prediction in Equation 2-5. The gradient then fell significantly below the 
prediction when the exit face was inclined. This find shows the possibility of loosening of 
a soil matrix at critical gradients much lower than predicted when an inclined exit face is 
present. 
 The edge effects of the 4-in. sample holder are much smaller than the 2-in. 
sample holder. This was evident with the comparison of soils where the 2-in. sample 
holder was producing much higher critical gradients than the 4-in. sample holder. While 
the 4-in. sample holder did exhibit arching effects, they were much closer to the 
predictions than the 2-in. 
 Characteristics observed in the research done by Fleshman and Rice (Fleshman 
2012, Fleshman and Rice 2013, 2014) was confirmed. These included a higher resistance 
to critical gradients for soils with angular shape, higher specific gravity, and graded soils. 
 The gradients obtained in this research are strongly influenced by the testing 
conditions of which were applied and do not account for any concentration of flow into 
a preferred seepage pathway associated with a boil; it is just the average gradient 
through the sample to the exit point. The specific values are not to be used to predict 
critical gradients in similar soils due to the limitations which exist in the testing 
procedure. These observations and findings can be used to understand the significance 
inclined exit face conditions have on soil integrity and resistance to failure. More 
research should be done to lead to better methods of predicting critical gradients in 
field applications to prevent internal erosion mechanisms such as piping. 
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APPENDIX A 
Step by step instructions to run tests: 
1. Make sure wall tank is full of water (between the top metal strap and the top of tank) 
a. If it is full, move on to step 2 
b. If wall tank needs to be filled: 
i. Turn on water vacuum in sink (MAKE SURE THE BOTTOM RED VALVE IS 
CLOSED) 
ii. Plug in RED #2 line into “VACUUM HOSE” on panel board, then plug into 
large wall tank (WAIT FOR 1 MINUTE) 
iii. OPEN BLUE needle valve on bottom of large wall tank (you should see 
flow coming though hose) 
iv. Plug in RED TANK #1 hose to panel board #1 and vent (or pressurize to 
3.00 psi) 
v. Once tank is full: 
1. Close needle valve on bottom of large wall tank 
2. Unplug RED TANK #1 hose from panel board and turn off panel 
#1 
3. Continue to let vacuum run for 1 hour to de-air; charge camera 
c. If TANK #1 (tall gray tank behind you) is empty and needs to be filled: 
i. Connect RED TANK #1 hose to panel #1 and VENT 
ii. Connect BLUE TANK #1 hose to “FILL CELL” on panel board (if the tank is 
completely empty, the tank will fill in 15 minutes, but no longer!!!; be 
careful to NOT LET THE CELL OVERFLOW) 
iii. Turn off “FILL CELL” and UNPLUG BLUE TANK #1 and RED TANK #1 from 
board 
2. De-air Wall tank 
a. Turn on water vacuum in sink (MAKE SURE THE BOTTOM RED VALVE IS 
CLOSED) 
b. Plug in RED #2 line into “VACUUM HOSE” on panel board, then plug into large 
wall tank 
c. Let tank de-air for 1 hour; charge camera 
3. Prepare Soil Sample 
a. Fill sample holder with the appropriate sand (use vibratory compaction by 
taping sides while filling) 
b. Weigh full sample holder and record on the “critical gradient calculations” excel 
sheet 
i. Desktop  Critical gradient calculations  
4. Assemble sample holder and Water cell 
a. Connect the bottom pore pressure tubes  
b. Washers and wing nuts – tighten  
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c. Connect other pore pressure tubes to the appropriate tubes through the lid 
i. Connect far lid tube to the top pore pressure measurement (PPA) 
ii. Connect middle lid tube to the middle pore pressure measurement 
(PPB)   
iii. Tuck tubes to the back side so there is a clear camera view of the 
sample 
d. Put the lid on & washers and wing nuts – tighten 
5. Vacuum and C02 through soil sample 
a. CLOSE TOP and BOTTOM APPARATUS needle valves 
b. CLOSE BYPASS VALVE 
c. Connect the vacuum line to the bottom water cell (let full vacuum—20psi, 
establish before connecting CO2) 
i. When removing vacuum from the large tank vent the wall tanks  (play 
with the bubble) 
d. Connect CO2 to top water cell (for ~15 min) (make sure all valves are closed) 
e. Turn on CO2 tank 
f. Disconnect CO2 from top cell and turn off CO2 tank after ~15 min.  
g. Continue Vacuuming the cell 
6. Fill Water Cell With Water 
a. Fill water cells from the top cell.  
i. Remove vacuum line when the water level in the bottom cell reaches 
the quick connect 
b. Let the pore pressure lines fill with water before bleeding out air to completely 
fill the top cell 
7. Bleeding Pore Pressure Lines  
a. Leave the top cell connected to  the large wall tank 
b. Bleed the pore pressure lines one at a time 
c. Bleed out remaining air in top of water cell 
8. Finish setting up Test 
a. Connect wall tank lines to top and bottom water cells. 
i. Connect LARGE WALL TANK hose to bottom, let air bleed out 
ii. LOOSELY connect SMALL WALL TANK hose to top 
1. Let hose fill up by opening valve from SMALL WALL TANK, but 
not the APPARATUS VALVE 
2. Keep SMALL WALL TANK VALVE open 
9. Connecting Pressure Transducers – watch differential pressures (or #2) the whole time 
a. Open bleed valves on pressure transducers 
b. Open bypass valve on the outside of the water cells 
c. Connect the negative side of the pressure transducers to the top water cell 
d. Connect the positive side of the pressure transducers to the bottom water cell 
e. Bleeding positive and negative lines 
i. Slightly open bottom valve to APPARATUS to provide flow 
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ii. After done bleeding transducer lines, close bottom valve to 
APPARATUS and open top water cell bleed valve (needle valve) to 
relieve pressure (slowly) 
f. Disconnect the positive side of the pressure transducers (quick connects) 
g. Connect the pore pressure lines to the positive side of the pressure transducers 
i. Top pore pressure measurement (PPA) to Pressure transducer #1 
ii. Middle pore pressure measurement (PPB) to Pressure Transducer #2 
iii. Bottom pore pressure measurement (PPC) to Pressure Transducer #3 
h. Slightly bottom valve to APPARATUS to let lines bleed air bubbles 
i. Tightly Close bleed valves on pressure transducers 
10. Zeroing the Pressure Transducers 
a. Open Logger Net on computer (on the desktop) 
b. Turn on the power to the data logger 
c. Re-send the piping program 
d. Click the “Connect” button  
e. Set the “Table Start” value to 1 to start collecting the data 
f. Open graph 1 to view the pressure transducers 
g. Zero the pressure transducers using the Logger Net 
h. Collect the data by clicking “Collect Now” 
i. Click the “Disconnect” button to stop collecting data (where the “connect” 
button was) 
j. Reset the “Table Start” and “Zero LCDM” value to zero 
k. Open My computer C drive  Campbell Scientific  Logger net  CR1000 
data, right click and delete the data.  
11. Pressurize the Wall Tanks 
a. Make sure the bypass valve is open 
b. Open all water valves (not bleed valves) to large wall tank, except the top valve 
c. Remove little thingy, and close RED drain valve 
d. Connect the “air wall tanks” line to Panel 2 and pressurize the wall tanks slowly 
up to 15 psi  
12. Starting the Test 
a. Put on pulse counter and paper 
b. Set up camera side view 
c. Connect the data logger by clicking the “connect” button on the connect screen 
d. Start Video 
e. Set “Zero LCDM” and “Table Start” values equal to 1 (in that order) 
f. RE-zero the pressure transducers using Logger net 
g. After zero’s are established open top cell valve first 
h. Close the bypass valve 
13. Proceed with test 
a. Raise in one inch increments 
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b. Wait to raise head until the pressure transducer readings level out (~1.5 to 3 
min) 
c. After reaching a certain point (depending on the type of sand) start raising at 
0.5” increments  
d. If any sand boils form stop raising the head and wait for a little bit before raising 
again 
14. At failure 
a. Stop camera recording 
b. Wait for about a minute before closing the valves after the sand has heaved 
c. Keep collecting data until the pressure transducers readings level off (~3 to 5 
min) 
d. Collect the data by clicking the “Collect Now” button in the “Connect Screen”  
e. “Disconnect” 
f. Open My computer C drive  Campbell Scientific  Logger net  CR1000 
data, right click and open with Notepad 
g. Save as  Desktop  Rick  “date_sand type” 
15. Clean up 
a. Close logger net 
b. Turn off data logger power 
c. Close BOTH VALVES on APPARATUS 
d. Open Bypass valve 
e. Disconnect “air wall tanks” from panel board, turn off pressure 
f. VENT LARGE WALL TANK and RED VALVE to let water empty to the sink 
g. Put bottom hose into the sink 
h. SLOWLY open bottom valve of APPARATUS just to relieve pressure (watch #2) 
i. Open bleed valves on pressure transducers 
j. Disconnect the pressure lines on the back of the APPARATUS 
k. Disconnect the pore pressure lines and re-connect the positive pressure lines 
(the ones in parallel) 
l. Drain water from the water cell (open needle valves to allow water to drain) 
m. Take lid off and disconnect pore pressure lines 
n. Take water cell to sink and wash out sand into a # 200 sieve 
o. Remove the sample holder from water cell 
p. Copy Video from camera to external hard drive 
16. DONE! 
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Data averages recorded from seepage tests 
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APPENDIX C 
Laboratory testing on soils 
 
Loose angle of repose tests 
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*The Bay-Keizer Relative Density Tests used a modified (smaller) apparatus due to the 
lack of enough soil to run ASTM tests. This garnet sand was run using both methods for 
comparison. Both methods produced acceptable results. 
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Sieve Analysis and Gradations 
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Soil Specific Gravity Testing 
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Direct Shear Testing 
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APPENDIX D 
Factor of safety derivation 
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